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Executive Overview 

This research report includes a detailed analysis of the global voice of the customer 

(VoC) market dynamics, major trends, vendor landscape, and competitive positioning 

analysis. The study provides competition analysis and ranking of the leading VoC 

vendors in the form of the SPARK Matrix. This research provides strategic information 

for technology vendors to better understand the market supporting their growth 

strategies and for users to evaluate different vendors’ capabilities, competitive 

differentiation, and their market positions. 

Key Research Findings 

Followings are the key research findings: 

Technology Trends:  

The Voice of the Customer vendors continue to strengthen their capabilities by 

significantly investing in enhancing capabilities such as capturing diverse set of 

feedback, data ingestion, business intelligence, mining of unstructured and structured 

data and expanding their service portfolio. Vendors are also focusing on delivering 

VoC capabilities via mobile application to help business leaders analyze CX metrics 

on ad hoc basis. Additionally, vendors are leveraging emerging technologies like AI, 

ML, advanced analytics, and automation to offer advanced capabilities such as 

enhanced text and speech analytics, improved out-of-the-box AI models to deliver 

predictive insights, optimize operational efficiency, self-service capabilities, and 

deliver enhanced contextual and hyper personalized experience. 

Key Market Drivers:  

 Continued investments towards several digital transformation projects and 

customer-centric initiatives. 

 VoC vendors are significantly investing in improving their artificial intelligence, 

machine learning and advanced analytics capabilities to support a wide range 

of existing/new marketing and CX-specific use cases as well as improve the 

overall campaign and business performance.  

 Emphasis on increasing marketing spend and designing robust personalized, 

omnichannel customer experience strategy to meet ever-growing customer 

expectations, improve brand loyalty, and win over the competition.   

 Shift in the requirements of the skills of CX professionals and practitioners. 

Growing focus on building and training frontline teams to address diverse 

challenges in a dynamic environment. 
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 Ability of VoC platforms to deliver measurable business outcomes by 

combining different data sets to deliver richer insights that inform and enable 

smarter decisions and drive quicker actions. 

 VoC and contact center technologies' robust value propositions are driving 

increased adoption and making them an integral part of customer interaction 

management and customer engagement strategies. 

 With disrupted business scenarios across industries, increase in remote 

working, and change in customers’ shopping behavior, the need  to listen, 

measure, and compare customer experiences’ as well as understand business 

performance has become important than ever, especially during the COVID-

19 pandemic. Significant investments in VoC platforms are postulated to grow 

with organizations focusing more on tracking and analyzing customer 

expectations and challenges and building trustworthy relationships being the 

new long-term strategy to lock in customers for the long haul. 

Competition Dynamics:  

 This study includes analysis of key VoC vendors, including Alchemer, 

Clarabridge, Concentrix, Confirmit, Eloquant, InMoment, inQuba, Medallia, 

NICE, OpenText, Qualtrics, Questback, QuestionPro, SandSIV, SMG, Upland 

Software, and Verint. 

 Confirmit, InMoment, Medallia, NICE, Qualtrics, QuestionPro, Verint are 

amongst the top performers and technology leaders in the 2021 SPARK Matrix 

analysis of the global voice of the customer (VoC) platforms market. inQuba 

and Tivian are amongst the emerging technology leaders and are leading the 

market with effective competition and growth strategy execution. 

 Vendors such as Clarabridge, Concentrix, OpenText, Upland Software have 

been positioned amongst the primary challengers. The other key vendors 

captured in the 2021 SPARK Matrix include Alchemer, Eloquant, SandSIV, and 

SMG. 
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Market Overview and Technology Trends  

Voice of Customer (VoC) is considered an integral part of an organization’s customer 

engagement and retention strategy. Brands are cognizant of the underlying potential 

of VoC platform in delivering superior customer experiences. Many organizations 

have adopted several tools, including customer feedback, reviews, etc., that help 

capture the voice of their customers regarding their products or services. While 

capturing VoC through sources surveys, social media, online reviews, emails, live 

chats, and more is not new to organizations, brands are increasingly relying on 

customer feedback and conversations to improvise their customer experiences. 

Organizations are focusing on building VoC campaigns that can help them frame 

customer engagement strategies by understanding consumer demands. However, 

the objective of a VoC program is not limited to capturing and analyzing data. An 

effective VoC program should also help brands capture comprehensive data, produce 

accurate and reliable insights, analyze data, draw conclusions, and adopt the right 

measures to improve the customer experience.  

With the rise in the number of data sources and customers expressing their feedback, 

pain points, reviews across multiple channels, gathering and analyzing such huge 

volumes of data is becoming a cumbersome task for enterprises. This challenging 

process engenders the need for VoC tools and platforms. It empowers organizations 

to derive more value from multiple data sources in an omnichannel environment and 

optimize engagement strategies to meet their CX needs. VoC tools or platforms help 

organizations build an effective voice of customer program that typically involves the 

collection of data through various sources and channels, analysis of the data to 

understand the customer expectations and utilize the derived insights to take actions 

to improve the specific areas of business.  

Brands are also looking at adopting an end-to-end approach to design VoC programs, 

gain advanced customer insights, and drive personalized engagements in an 

omnichannel environment. Organizations are increasingly adopting multiple VoC tools 

and applications, including traditional survey tools, enterprise & SMB VoC software, 

and website VoC tools, based on the priority of customer touchpoints. 

Quadrant Knowledge Solutions defines a Voice of the Customer (VoC) platform as: 

A VoC platform is an integrated and comprehensive voice of customer solution that 

collects customer feedback (direct, indirect, and inferred) across various data sources 

in a multichannel environment, offers customer insights for analysis, and 

operationalizes customer experience insights. With effective execution, VoC tools can 

provide a robust CX framework to deliver improved customer experiences which are 

based on in-depth analysis of customer feedback.  
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Brands leverage VoC tools to understand how their customers perceive their products 

or services. The VoC platforms can help organizations understand the customer 

behavior, emotions, and pain points by gathering customer feedback from various 

data sources- online or offline. It moreover helps brands identify the gaps in their 

business processes across touchpoints and enable them to execute strategies to 

continually improve processes for improved customer retention. 

Following are the key capabilities of Voice of the Customer (VoC) platform: 

 Collection of Omnichannel Customer Feedback: A VoC platform collects 

customer feedback (including customer preference, behavior, satisfaction) 

from multiple channels, including email surveys, SMS, interactive voice 

response (IVR), kiosks, phone interviews, in-app feedback, WhatsApp surveys, 

and more. Moreover, the platform captures comprehensive VoC data, 

including direct, indirect, and inferred customer feedback. Additionally, it 

collects structured customer feedback that the organization typically captures 

through customer surveys, and unstructured data that includes feedback from 

social media, customer care interactions, comments and scores from various 

review sites, transactional and behavioral data across various channels and 

through touchpoints. The platform allows organizations to engage with their 

customers and conduct surveys through multiple channels, including web, 

telephone, offline, computer assisted personal interviewing (CAPI), paper 

survey software, mobile, and SDKs. Depending on the vendor’s capability, the 

platform may support mapping of these omnichannel feedbacks to customer 

personas, touchpoints across their cross-channel journeys. 

 Survey Designing and Authoring: A VoC platform offers a native survey 

designing tool that allow users to create sophisticated and personalized 

feedback surveys. The platform may offer pre-built, customizable survey 

templates and questionnaires for every step of the customer journey. It may 

also be equipped with survey logic support to fit the right survey with the right 

group of respondents. Moreover, the platform allows users to author and 

deploy surveys across various channels, including mails, messages, and more. 

Additionally, the platform allows users to monitor the respondents’ actions and 

overall survey performance in real-time from a single place. Depending on the 

vendor’s capability, the platform may support engaging survey creation for 

voice of the employee, voice of the market, and voice of the business 

requirements, along with voice of the customer by leveraging multiple 

feedback methods. Vendors may also offer multilingual support that enables 

organizations to create surveys for audiences based across geographies.  

 Data Integration: A VoC platform offers seamless integration with data 

sources and various tools to support omnichannel feedback collection. The 
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platform typically integrates with other data sources, including platforms such 

as social media, CRM, POS, ERP, digital experience, financial systems, and 

other VoC platforms. The platform allows users to map customer data to 

business data, social media, or CRM to gain a comprehensive view of 

customer and business aspects. A VoC platform offers centralized control to 

manage data and collaborate with teams with a single system approach. VoC 

vendors may offer a set of RESTful / bidirectional APIs as well as real-time and 

batched data integration for collecting and linking an array of structured 

application data into the platform. Depending on the vendors capability, the 

platform may also include a range of automation tools for administering the 

data ingestion process. 

 Action Management and Case Management: A VoC platform offers an 

action management capability to facilitate closed-loop feedback. The platform 

monitors the VoC survey results and automatically flag and assign the 

customer issues to the respective departments and employees. It allows users 

to manage customer cases by assigning them to the respective customer care 

managers and follow up with the individual customers. The platform offers 

robust search capabilities that help users to find out the specific customer 

cases quickly. Additionally, it enables the users to classify customer issues and 

root causes to generate reports. Further, the platform should also generate 

automated alerts for customer complaints based on the captured customer 

feedback. The platform also allows users to set up alerts and notifications to 

enable users or employees to resolve customer issues in a proactive manner.  

 Data Analysis, Dashboarding and Reporting: A VoC platform offers real-

time customer insights regardless of the nature of feedback, either structured 

or unstructured, collected across multiple channels, enabling teams to monitor 

survey progress and analyze the data. Moreover, the platform facilitates data 

integration from various other business systems, including CRM, ERP, or 

financial systems, to enable the users to understand customer feedback in a 

comprehensive way and map customer feedbacks to business KPIs, and 

prioritize business improvements. It also offers data analysis tools that allow 

users to analyze, visualize and explore VoC data with custom or pre-built 

reports. A VoC platform offers role-based access for the organization’s cross-

functional teams. The platform enables the users to create and customize role-

specific flexible dashboards/visualizations and reports. It should offer drag and 

drop features that allow users to easily build dashboards and reports in real-

time and monitor KPIs.  

A VoC platform may also offer advanced reporting capabilities, enabling users 

to build sophisticated dashboards with data and visualizations by leveraging 

key driver analysis, trends and correlations, predictive analytics, text analytics, 
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speech analytics, and cross-data analytics. Many VoC platform providers offer 

analytics and AI-powered insights that automatically convert text and speech 

from surveys into actionable insights. The platform leverages text and speech 

analytics to capture unstructured data from direct and indirect customer 

feedback sources across multiple channels. The platform’s speech analytics 

capability automatically transcribes and analyzes calls, enabling organizations 

to identify the areas of concern. It leverages predictive analytics to predict 

customer behavior and actions, build customized models, and help 

organizations to create their marketing goals. The platform may also offer a 

web analytics capability that captures real-time customer behaviors, enabling 

users to uncover hidden challenges. VoC platform providers should also offer 

mobile data reporting tools that allow users to quickly analyze reports and take 

the necessary action irrespective of their locations. 
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Figure: A Framework for Voice of the Customer (VoC) Platform 
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Factors Influencing Market Development and 
Growth 

The following dominant technology and market developments are influencing the 

overall global voice of the customer platform and market growth: 

Growing Emphasis on Improving Feedback Capture Capabilities 
to Support Omnichannel Environment  

Many organizations have been using various VoC methods, including online customer 

surveys, live chat, social media, recorded calls, online customer reviews to capture 

direct or indirect customer feedback. However, brands need to identify various 

touchpoints and channels of their business to effectively listen to their customers and 

gain a 360-degree customer view before selecting a VoC platform or tool. A VoC 

platform typically offers omnichannel feedback capture capabilities. However, the 

breadth and depth of the feedback capture functionalities may differ by different 

vendors’ offerings. These capabilities help enterprises collect a large amount of 

feedback from a wide range of survey sources, including SMS, phone, email, and 

more. VoC vendors are incorporating AI-powered feedback capture capabilities such 

as text analytics that help organizations understand unstructured data and underlying 

sentiments. Many VoC vendors are also offering speech analytics capabilities that help 

organizations transcribe and analyze a large volume of recorded calls.   

Besides capturing feedback across conversations, speech, social media, and direct 

surveys, VoC vendors are also focusing on expanding the data capture capabilities to 

help organizations capture feedback from any IoT device or platform, irrespective of 

the customer’s location. A few vendors are also working on offering enhanced 

standard integrations into other third-party sources and systems, including CRM, LOB, 

and marketing systems, in order to help organizations, access critical customer 

feedback data seamlessly. In addition, VoC vendors are increasingly focusing on 

helping organizations engage with their customers in creative ways and increase the 

feedback response rate beyond the existing survey methods. VoC vendors are also 

leveraging chatbots and conversational surveys to enable organizations to obtain 

specific customer insights with no need for extensive generalized surveys. In the 

future, VoC platform vendors may continue to invest in executing a channel unification 

strategy and help brands in offering a seamless customer experience. 

Continued Enhancements in AI and Machine Learning 

Capabilities to Drive Contextual and Hyper-Personalized 
Engagements  

Organizations are striving to understand their customers’ thinking and feeling across 

their journeys and preferred channels. Organizations continue to make huge 
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investments into technologies that can help them uncover customer feedback, 

emotions, and sentiments in depth. To achieve this goal, many brands are adopting 

artificial intelligence and machine learning-driven customer experience platforms to 

capture customer emotions and sentiments to design CX strategies to understand 

customer pain points, address negative feedback across various channels, and drive 

loyalty. While brands are able to capture customer feedback across various channels 

successfully, they often fail to address the customer pain points. VoC vendors are 

aware of such challenges faced by brands and understand the need to offer intelligent 

VoC platform. As a result, VoC vendors are heavily investing in AI/ML technologies to 

help organizations achieve desired business outcomes. By leveraging AI/ML 

technologies, VoC vendors are helping brands capture and understand customer 

feedback in a holistic way and address any negative feedback efficiently. Vendors are 

leveraging AI/ML capabilities to deliver improved data analysis capabilities and 

capture VoC feedback across various channels, besides direct surveys.  

The modern VoC platform is equipped with speech analytics capability that uses AI 

technology to offer important CX insights and facilitate intelligent actions based on 

recorded customer calls. It is helping organizations derive scalable, high-quality call 

transcriptions with rich speech analytics and facilitate intelligent actions by offering 

AI-powered insights from the recorded calls. Vendors are focusing on increasing their 

products’ speech analytics capabilities with an AI-powered approach to deliver next-

level service and experience quality. As a result, AI-powered speech analytics is 

gaining popularity due to its proven results which include reduced customer churn 

and overall costs and improved processes and ROI. VoC vendors are also leveraging 

AI-powered text analytics to facilitate sentiment analysis, analyze feedback from 

customers across social media and review sites and uncover new issues and identify 

new trends. 

VoC vendors are aware of shortcomings of the standard survey questions forms and 

templates pose in capturing detailed and in-the-moment feedback. With the growing 

focus on the adoption of the hyper-personalization trend in the CX market, vendors 

are offering adaptive and targeted survey capabilities to enable organizations to gain 

deeper and contextual responses and boost the response rate. Vendors are devising 

strategies to provide a personalized end-to-end survey experience. The vendors’ AI-

driven approach is helping organizations understand the customer’s relationship with 

their brand, leverage that data to design tailored training programs, and coach their 

employees to understand ways to empathize with customers, pay attention to their 

pain points, and easily communicate with them. Organizations are also leveraging AI-

driven insights to optimize call center conversations, minimize call handling time, and 

more. 

Many vendors are using AI to ensue closed-loop feedback by identifying customers 

likely to churn, highlight issues that need immediate attention, alert the employees, 
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and prioritize follow-up action. VoC vendors are increasingly investing in AI 

technologies such as deep learning, NLU, and NLP to make customer feedback more 

actionable. Further, leveraging AI for personalizing service recovery strategies 

improves retention rates and reduces customer churn. Additionally, organizations are 

also heavily investing in building native, out-of-the-box, AI/ML-driven models to gain 

predictive, meaningful, and actionable insights pertaining to customer behavior, churn 

rate, loyalty satisfaction, and such others. 

The adoption of AI/ML is helping organizations uncover interesting customer 

data/insights and enabling business leaders to act on these insights. AI-driven 

advanced capabilities for speech, text, sentiment, and predictive analysis, will continue 

to provide users with a comprehensive understanding of customer pitch, tone, 

behavior, and satisfaction. In the coming years, the use of AI to derive actionable VoC 

insights will rise significantly. Also, the market is expected to witness new entrants 

offering robust VoC platforms that will enable brands to measure, analyze and 

anticipate customer behavior, churn, and loyalty in an effective manner. 

VoC Platform Vendors are Leveraging Opportunities with 

Significant Customer Engagements across Digital Channels Due 
to COVID-19  

The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has ushered in significant changes in 

customers’ purchasing habits, means, and motives. The necessity to maintain social 

distancing has compelled customers’ to favor digital channels over traditional 

channels. While customers continue to adopt a wide range of digital channels, VoC 

vendors are helping businesses collect data from a variety of digital channels and offer 

insights on the changing customer preferences, habits, spending, and behaviors. VoC 

vendors help brands capture, combine, analyze, and act upon direct, indirect, and 

operational feedback collected through various channels to enable them to transform 

customer experience at scale and achieve business goals to sustain in the digital age. 

Vendors are focusing on supporting an omnichannel approach to understanding not 

only active feedback but also passive and inferred feedback in order to gain a broader 

perspective of the customer journeys. Vendors are also combining digital and contact 

center capabilities to provide a more personalized and connected customer 

experience. Digitally rooted consumer habits are expected to persist, and businesses 

will continue to collect experience data across digital channels in order to improve 

customer experiences by devising compelling digital strategies. 

Increasing Focus on Offering Targeted Surveys and Personalized 
Survey Experience 

Customers are now expecting the companies to personalize their experiences as well 

as predict and analyze new demands. Considering this situation, VoC vendors are 
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heavily relying on the concept of personalization to provide a platform that enables 

organizations to send personalized surveys and receive personalized feedback. 

Customers are prone to ignore generic surveys and persuading them to respond and 

share their experiences is a challenge for many businesses. With the underlying 

challenges related to lengthy generic surveys and survey fatigue, many VoC vendors 

have either incorporated or currently emphasizing the addition of a contextual, 

targeted survey feature to their offering, and providing different survey types to drive 

engagement.  

Targeted surveys capture relevant qualitative data during or after customers’ 

interaction with brands’ frontline staff. These surveys are also helping organizations 

capture feedback after a customer spends a specific amount of time on their webpage 

or uses any particular feature of their website/ product/ services. Various VoC vendors 

are offering manual, automatic, or both options to execute this targeted survey feature. 

Organizations can define several survey criteria, which can be accomplished by both 

automatic and manual targeting, for surveys to appear at the right time, in the right 

moment, and on the website, mobile, or other preferred channels. Several 

organizations are favoring targeted surveys to assess customer satisfaction, uncover 

previously hidden insights and leverage these insights across their customer-centric 

strategies and make smarter decisions. Besides, VoC vendors are not only applying 

personalization for capturing the feedback; they are also focusing on providing 

personalized end-to-end survey experiences, for example, by customizing the survey 

invitations or messages with themes, colors, and other elements. With the importance 

of assessing customer experiences across all touchpoints and stages of their journey 

in this customer experience era, targeted surveys are expected to help organizations 

understand unique and changing customer needs and help bridge the customer 

experience gaps. 

Growing Emphasis on Connecting VoC and VoE Strategies to 
Drive Operational Efficiency and Further Enhance Customer 

Experience 

Organizations have understood that along with customer experience; employee 

engagement is an equally important key aspect to drive success. Many organizations 

execute voice of the employee (VoE) initiatives to monitor and measure employees’ 

job satisfaction levels, performance during various training sessions, and more. 

Similarly, organizations also focus on implementing the voice of the customer (VoC) 

program to understand the customers’ satisfaction level, loyalty, and other metrics. 

The VoC and VoE programs are often treated separately and are run by organizations 

in isolation. With the realization that employee experience directly impacts customer 

experience, organizations are now focusing on converging these programs to ensure 

long-term growth. Organizations are empowering their frontline staff by providing 

them with the means to share customer-related experience data and observations 
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through various channels. These teams are crucial for organizations to understand the 

customer feedback patterns and help the organization enrich the customer 

experience.  

The convergence of these programs is also helping organizations enhance internal 

processes and performance for driving operational efficiency. Organizations can link 

their VoE and VoC programs by determining, assessing, and mining key VoC and VoE 

metrics, such as buying experience and brand advocacy and more. Various forward-

thinking organizations are emphasizing on determining the impact of employee 

sentiment, satisfaction, and engagement on customer advocacy, loyalty, engagement 

levels, and such other factors. There is an increasing demand for combining the 

critical data from VoC and VoE programs to drive meaningful and valuable insights, 

and the ability of a single platform to implement these programs empowers 

organizations to meet their business objectives. As a result, many VoC platform 

vendors are offering robust VoC and VoE capabilities to help organizations capture 

and analyze customer and employee feedback effectively and inculcate an action-

oriented customer-first approach environment within the organization. 

VoC Platform Providers Focusing on Enhancing Self-Service 
Capabilities to Optimize Customer Experience 

Organizations prefer cost-effective VoC platforms that can support self-service use 

cases and can be configured to cater customer-specific use cases. A few vendors are 

offering survey authoring and self-service capabilities and are helping brands to 

deploy new questions to ongoing surveys instantly and collect responses in real-time. 

The maturity of these self-service capabilities across all areas of application may 

significantly vary depending on the vendor's ability. Furthermore, vendors are 

focusing their efforts on either optimizing or heavily investing in R&D to incorporate 

these capabilities. Vendors are looking at offering a self-service tool with portals and 

guides for business users with minimum to no expertise, thus enabling them to solicit 

feedback from their customers. Organizations are now able to empower their 

designated teams with the ability to send customer surveys on a more ad-hoc basis. 

This ability allows the teams to gain comprehensive localized customer insights and 

improve the overall customer experience. In addition, VoC vendors are assisting 

organizations in maximizing the efficiency of their customer support teams while 

significantly lowering operational costs with self-service support. 
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Competitive Landscape and Analysis 

Quadrant Knowledge Solutions conducted an in-depth analysis of the major voice of 

the customer (VoC) platform vendors by evaluating their products, market presence, 

and value proposition. The evaluation is based on primary research with expert 

interviews, analysis of use cases, and Quadrant's internal analysis of the overall VoC 

market. This study includes analysis of key vendors, including Alchemer, Clarabridge, 

Concentrix, Confirmit, Eloquant, InMoment, inQuba, Medallia, NICE, OpenText, 

Qualtrics, Questback, QuestionPro, SandSIV, SMG, Upland Software, and Verint. 

Confirmit, InMoment, Medallia, NICE, Qualtrics, QuestionPro, Verint are amongst the 

top performers and technology leaders in the 2021 SPARK Matrix analysis of the 

global voice of the customer (VoC) platforms market. These companies provide a 

sophisticated and comprehensive technology platform to address a variety of VoC, 

VoE, and other customer experience use cases to enhance products and services, 

operational efficiency, and drive personalized customer engagements in an 

omnichannel environment. These vendors are also at the forefront in providing 

modern architecture, comprehensive out-of-the-box capabilities, and integration & 

interoperability with various data sources and marketing execution systems. inQuba 

and Tivian are amongst the emerging technology leaders and are leading the market 

with effective competition and growth strategy execution. 

Vendors such as Clarabridge, Concentrix, OpenText, Upland Software have been 

positioned amongst the primary challengers. These companies provide 

comprehensive technology capabilities and are rapidly gaining market traction across 

industry and geographical regions. These companies are also mindful of the upcoming 

market trends and have outlined a comprehensive roadmap to tap into future growth 

opportunities. The other key vendors captured in the 2021 SPARK Matrix include 

Alchemer, Eloquant, SandSIV, and SMG. 

Voice of the customer (VoC) vendors are emphasizing on strengthening their platform 

capabilities by leveraging AI/ML, automation, analytics modules to deliver deep 

actionable experience insights, and provide out-of-the-box and self-service support, 

expand the channels, cater to diverse marketing use cases, and enhance integration, 

feedback collection and advanced business intelligence capabilities. Vendors 

continue to augment their AI-powered predictive models to assess customer 

touchpoints for understanding customer behavior, actions, satisfaction, and more. 

Organizations are consistently looking at CX tools that adapt with their evolving 

business model and enable them to efficiently design business as well as customer-

centric strategies. As the VoC market consists of multiple vendors with varying 

platform capabilities and supporting services, organizations often encounter a 

challenge in understanding the best-fit VoC platforms’ for their high-level business 

critical requirements. 
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While a majority of the vendors may provide all the core functionalities, the breadth 

and depth of the capabilities may differ by different vendors' offerings. Users should 

evaluate VoC platforms that offer comprehensive capabilities to provide seamless 

connectivity to organization-owned tools and platforms, a broad range of out-of-the-

box capabilities, scalability & extensibility, omnichannel feedback collection 

capabilities, unified customer visibility, advanced analytics, advanced action and case 

management, and such others. The vendors' ability to offer a truly open architecture-

based platform is vital for enhancing the customer ownership experience. Additionally, 

the vendor's customer value proposition may differ in terms of ease of deployment, 

ease of use, price/performance ratio, support for a broad range of use cases, global 

support service, and such others. The customer experience space is continuously 

transforming, requiring vendors to expand their R&D investments, make continuous 

enhancements to their software and provide a robust technology value proposition to 

ensure future customer needs are met. The vendor’s ability to accommodate 

emerging technology trends, artificial intelligence, machine learning technologies, and 

holistic, and the unified platform is increasingly becoming key differentiators for 

selecting VoC platforms’. 
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Key Competitive Factors and Technology Differentiators 

Following are the key competitive factors and differentiators for the evaluation of voice 

of the customer platforms and vendors. While a majority of the VoC platform may 

provide all the core functionalities, the breadth and depth of functionalities may differ 

by different vendors offerings. Driven by increasing competition, vendors are 

increasingly looking at improving their VoC technology capabilities and overall value 

proposition to remain competitive. Some of the key differentiators include: 

 Sophistication of Technology Capabilities: VoC platform vendors’ ability to 

offer feedback collection and analysis, action and case management, 

integration, security/governance, text and speech analytics, coaching support, 

survey designing and authoring, and mapping experience data across the 

customer journey capabilities may differ significantly. Users should evaluate 

vendors based on their ability to support native, out-of-the-box feedback 

(direct, indirect, and inferred) collection through emails, SMS/text, in-store/in-

branch, kiosks, contact centers, and more. Vendors should also support the 

enrichment of customer’s experience data with other relevant data, including 

benchmark/employee experience, operational, and transactional data. The 

VoC platform should include a sophisticated data integration framework that 

enables users to integrate/import diverse datasets from all data sources within 

the platform and support the mapping of these datasets with robust mapping 

capabilities. Depending on the business requirements, organizations should 

evaluate vendors that offer various automation tools for data integration 

management. Along with the native VoC capabilities, users may also evaluate 

a VoC platform based on its ability to support employee experience and market 

research initiatives, as well as panel management capabilities. The vendor 

should have the ability to align with VoE and offer actionable insights to deliver 

improved customer experiences. 

A VoC platform should offer robust action and case management capability, 

along with real-time alerts and notifications to resolve issues raised by 

customers in a timely manner. It should also offer native/built-in, AI/ML-driven 

speech and text analytics capabilities to derive experience insights and help 

uncover hidden customer sentiments from structured and unstructured data 

across various channels. It is also crucial for users to evaluate VoC platforms 

that support a self-service approach. In addition, users need to assess the 

platform based on its ability to provide a highly secured environment to protect 

sensitive customer data and comply with stringent data privacy and security 

regulations. It is also important for users to evaluate VoC platforms that not 

only support direct survey methods but also help organizations to create 

personalized, conversational, and targeted surveys. While the vendor's 
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marketing messages may be misleading, the current level of maturity in the 

VoC differs from different vendor's offerings. Additionally, the vendor's 

customer value proposition may vary in terms of ease of deployment, ease of 

use, price/performance ratio, support for a broad range of use cases, global 

support service, and such others. 

 Integration and Interoperability: Seamless integration and interoperability 

with the organization's existing technologies are amongst the most crucial 

factors impacting technology deployment & ownership experience. VoC 

vendors should provide a range of built-in, out-of-the-box integration 

connectors, data integration framework, bi-directional API, and well-

documented SOAP/RESTful API to deliver a seamless end-user experience. 

The platform should be able to support integration and interoperability with all-

inclusive custom applications, customer interaction channels, execution 

systems, marketing technology stack, data-based solutions, as well as 

business processes. VoC vendors may also offer a partner ecosystem 

comprising of technology partners, service partners, and third-party data 

providers to make the platform more resilient to deliver value-added services 

and offer collaborative business growth opportunities. Users should evaluate 

the vendors’ capability to support integration with several third-party 

enterprise tools and platforms such as CRM, customer success, marketing, 

social media, HCM, customer service, help desk, marketing automation, ERP, 

web analytics, BI, and more. Besides, users may also consider VoC vendors 

that have integrated partners for unsolicited customer emails, 

telecommunication, chat transcripts, IVR, recordings, and more. Also, users 

should assess the VoC platform’s ability to integrate with their existing tools 

and infrastructure seamlessly. Furthermore, VoC platforms should facilitate 

users to sync with their native and existing technology offerings and leverage 

multi usability function of diverse tools and platforms. 

 Scalability: VoC vendors should offer a scalable/flexible platform to manage 

and process millions of datasets and transactions. The platform should offer 

enough scalability to support sophisticated tools, various categories of 

bespoke survey questions, comprehensive reports, advanced survey layouts, 

and automation workflows to meet the needs of the voice of the customer, 

voice of the employee, user experience, and market research through a single 

platform. Users should consider VoC platforms that provide high-level 

customization/ configuration to deliver a significant level of availability for 

designing superior processes/methodologies and supporting customer-

specific use cases. The platform should support RESTful API services for 

importing and exporting data as well as scaling horizontally across various 

cloud-based technologies.  
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The VoC platform should have the flexibility to support cloud-based as well as 

on-premise deployment models. VoC vendors should offer a modern, 

multitenant, microservice-based architecture that is capable of running on 

multiple public clouds. The platform should include a sophisticated system 

failure detection and recovery mechanism to tackle any possibilities of service 

disruption. It should include an intuitive and modular user interface and 

support enterprise readiness, robust security, and compliance needs. The 

platform should be based on an open architecture to support the development 

of new functionalities, smooth transition of existing platform capabilities post-

merger and acquisition activities and allow professional service teams and 

business partners to accommodate unique customer needs. Almost all major 

VoC vendors claim to support a large-scale enterprise-class deployment 

capability. However, the depth of technical functionalities and capabilities for 

smooth up-scaling and down-scaling with multiples of hundreds/thousands of 

data transactions may differ from vendor to vendor. 

 Ability to Offer a Combination of VoC Platform and Professional Services: 

Users may evaluate VoC vendors that offer an enterprise-level VoC platform 

along with professional services for delivering personalized and actionable 

insights. This collaborative approach will help vendors enable organizations to 

leverage and act on these actionable insights to drive better customer 

experience, create an effective action plan for product and service 

development, optimize operational efficiency, make informed decisions, and 

increase the ROI. Users need to consider vendors having expertise in 

customer experience, research, benchmarking, data interpretation, and 

program design, and assisting organizations in aligning their business goals 

with the VoC program. It is crucial for VoC vendors to provide ongoing support 

in strategic planning, strategic change management, and enterprise 

communication. Moreover, users also need to validate their VoC efforts and 

determine the best fit for their business. 

 Maturity of Analytics, Reporting, and AI Capabilities: A primary factor for 

adopting a VoC platform is its ability to provide comprehensive analytics, 

reporting, and AI capabilities. Users should evaluate vendors’ capabilities in 

delivering a robust platform with an easy, intuitive, and graphical interface. 

Many leading VoC platform providers have integrated AI, machine learning, 

and predictive analytics capabilities to offer deep-dive analytics/actionable 

insights functionalities to help organizations understand the customer 

satisfaction levels across various touchpoints, their inclination towards 

recommending a brand, their purchase patterns, and more. Organizations 

should evaluate a VoC platform that helps them analyze unique customer 

journeys and identify and prioritize both obstacles and opportunities impacting 
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the business outcome. Users should be able to deep dive into metrics related 

to customer journeys for understanding complex metrics, including total 

customer churn, churn rate, monthly revenue lost to churn, and more.  

In addition, users should also evaluate the maturity of native speech and text 

analytics {combined with natural language processing (NLP) and natural 

language understanding (NLU) features} provided by the vendors. They 

should also look at vendors’ ability to offer social, web, and IVR analytics 

features. 

The platform should be equipped with real-time, robust reporting and 

customizable/configurable, interactive dashboarding capabilities. These 

dashboards should enable organization-wide users to visualize operational 

level/role-based cross-functional experience insights and easily share these 

visualizations with team members in the form of PDFs, Excel spreadsheets, 

etc. A VoC platform should enable users to build complex reports as well as 

leverage pre-built template-based reports with minimal training. Users should 

also assess the platforms that support predictive analytics with what-if 

capabilities to anticipate key drivers and variables influencing the customer 

behaviors and business results. Depending on the vendor's capability, the 

platform may be equipped with a robust AI engine consisting of out-of-the-box 

models to cater to various predictive, prescriptive, and interpretive use cases. 

Vendors may also provide business intelligence (BI) tools for data visualization, 

which can be either native or through partnership. 

 Vendors’ Strategy and Roadmap: The vendor’s capability to formulate a 

comprehensive and compelling technology roadmap, market, and growth 

strategy is a crucial factor for users prior to the adoption of the VoC platform. 

The vendors should possess an in-depth understanding of the market 

dynamics to analyze the potential investments of their assets. Users should 

evaluate vendors that are considering multiple business horizons and adopting 

workflows and technologies core to their business in the future. Vendors 

should have a strong strategic objective and action plan that can 

accommodate ongoing and anticipated market disruption and continued 

innovation to improve the overall technology ownership experience. Users 

should evaluate vendors that have a customer-centric approach and engage 

with their customers to understand the critical needs and requirements to 

design a comprehensive roadmap. The roadmap may include upgrading 

existing technology, implementing modern AI/ML-driven technologies, 

product launch, and more. Users should consider the vendor’s focus on 

potential investments in mergers and acquisitions and partnerships, as well as 

R&D of new platform features and functionalities. Users should also evaluate 

the vendor’s ability to leverage capabilities of AI/ML, analytics, transformation, 
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and automation across their business and applications. It is also critical for 

users to evaluate vendors with the necessary expertise to execute the outlined 

roadmap. In addition, users need to assess the vendor’s ability to set 

benchmarks and deadlines for their strategy and roadmap. 
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SPARK Matrix™: Strategic Performance 
Assessment and Ranking  

Quadrant Knowledge Solutions’ SPARK Matrix provides a snapshot of the market 

positioning of the key market participants. SPARK Matrix provides a visual 

representation of market participants and provides strategic insights on how each 

supplier ranks related to their competitors, concerning various performance 

parameters based on the category of technology excellence and customer impact. 

Quadrant’s Competitive Landscape Analysis is a useful planning guide for strategic 

decision makings, such as finding M&A prospects, partnerships, geographical 

expansion, portfolio expansion, and similar others. 

Each market participant is analyzed against several parameters of Technology 

Excellence and Customer Impact. In each of the parameters (see charts), an index is 

assigned to each supplier from 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest). These ratings are designated 

to each market participant based on the research findings. Based on the individual 

participant ratings, X and Y coordinate values are calculated. These coordinates are 

finally used to make SPARK Matrix.  

 

Evaluation Criteria: Technology Excellence 

 The sophistication of Technology: The ability to provide comprehensive 

functional capabilities and product features, technology innovations, 

product/platform architecture, and such others. 

 Competitive Differentiation Strategy: The ability to differentiate from 

competitors through functional capabilities and/or innovations and/or GTM 

strategy, customer value proposition, and such others. 

 Application Diversity: The ability to demonstrate product deployment for a 

range of industry verticals and/or multiple use cases. 
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 Scalability: The ability to demonstrate that the solution supports enterprise-

grade scalability along with customer case examples. 

 Integration & Interoperability: The ability to offer product and technology 

platform that supports integration with multiple best-of-breed technologies, 

provides prebuilt out-of-the-box integrations, and open API support and 

services. 

 Vision & Roadmap: Evaluation of the vendor’s product strategy and roadmap 

with the analysis of key planned enhancements to offer superior 

products/technology and improve the customer ownership experience. 

Evaluation Criteria: Customer Impact 

 Product Strategy & Performance: Evaluation of multiple aspects of product 

strategy and performance in terms of product availability, price to performance 

ratio, excellence in GTM strategy, and other product-specific parameters.  

 Market Presence: The ability to demonstrate revenue, client base, and market 

growth along with a presence in various geographical regions and industry 

verticals. 

 Proven Record: Evaluation of the existing client base from SMB, mid-market 

and large enterprise segment, growth rate, and analysis of the customer case 

studies.  

 Ease of Deployment & Use: The ability to provide superior deployment 

experience to clients supporting flexible deployment or demonstrate superior 

purchase, implementation, and usage experience. Additionally, vendors’ 

products are analyzed to offer a user-friendly UI and ownership experience.  

 Customer Service Excellence: The ability to demonstrate vendor’s capability 

to provide a range of professional services from consulting, training, and 

support. Additionally, the company’s service partner strategy or system 

integration capability across geographical regions is also considered. 

 Unique Value Proposition: The ability to demonstrate unique differentiators 

driven by ongoing industry trends, industry convergence, technology 

innovation, and such others. 
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SPARK Matrix™: Voice of the Customer (VoC) Platform 
Strategic Performance Assessment and Ranking 
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Vendors Profile 

Following are the profiles of the leading VoC platform vendors with a global impact. 

The following vendor profiles are written based on the information provided by the 

vendor's executives as part of the research process. Quadrant research team has also 

referred to the company's website, whitepapers, blogs, and other sources for writing 

the profile. A detailed vendor profile and analysis of all the vendors, along with various 

competitive scenarios, are available as a custom research deliverable to our clients. 

Users are advised to directly speak to respective vendors for a more comprehensive 

understanding of their technology capabilities. Users are advised to consult Quadrant 

Knowledge Solutions before making any purchase decisions regarding voice of the 

customer technology and vendor selection based on research findings included in this 

research service.  
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Alchemer 

URL: http://www.alchemer.com  

Founded in 2006 and headquartered in Louisville, CO, SurveyGizmo was rebranded 

to Alchemer in October 2020. Alchemer is a provider of integrated feedback 

management platform and specializes in online surveys, marketing tools, survey 

software, web forms, data collection tool, survey platform, marketing research 

software, HR 360 tool, enterprise feedback management, customer insights, and 

more. The company offers a robust voice of the customer (VoC) platform that helps 

organizations leverage feedback-related insights to make informed business 

decisions. The VoC platform offers comprehensive capabilities, including feedback 

collection, close-the-loop, communication module, data visualization, and data 

integration. 

The platform enables organizations to collect context-rich customer feedback data 

through various channels such as email, SMS, chat, IVR, and more. It allows 

organizations to leverage customer-voice surveys to gather VoC feedback from every 

stage of the customer journey. It offers 40+ question types and advanced survey logic 

to provide the right surveys to the right people.  

The platform provides a close-the-loop feature that helps organizations address 

customer pain points quickly. The feature includes advanced workflows, email 

triggers, and integrations that help the front-line employees to close the loop instantly 

to elevate positive feedback. The platform delivers timely alerts and notifications 

related to any negative feedback from the customer to the right people for further 

actions. 

The VoC platform includes a communication module for organizations to collaborate 

with their internal teams and audiences through emails, SMSs text, video, and audio 

tools. It provides organizations a flexible security support that helps them grant access 

to only designated people for building and editing collection mechanisms, modifying 

workflows, and consuming the data. The platform includes extensive security 

measures and privacy protocols for complying with GDPR, HIPPA, PCI, and other such 

security standards and regulations. 

The Alchemer platform offers a data visualization capability that enables organizations 

to view and analyze the customer feedback data along with the organization’s internal 

data. Users can filter and segment their data based on market, customer, interaction 

point, and more. The platform enables users to add a story to their data to create 

compelling VoC reports. These reports help key stakeholders to view comprehensive 

insights and accordingly take actions to optimize business results.  
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The platform can seamlessly integrate feedback into the organization’s existing 

business systems. It supports flexible data movement by providing open APIs for 

building custom integrations. The integration of feedback into the organization’s core 

systems helps managers/leaders to take quick actions on the received VoC feedback. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of Alchemer’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 Alchemer delivers a robust customer value proposition with its strong 

approach towards delivering innovation, service, and business value. The 

company provides a highly scalable platform capable of incorporating and 

processing a huge volume of feedback data. Alchemer's VoC platform helps 

organizations drive continuous improvements in their products and services 

by acting on valuable experience insights. The platform helps organizations 

manage their brands by comprehensively understanding customers' ways of 

interaction and how they perceive the brand. The platform enables 

organizations to achieve marketing efficiency by helping them understand 

their customers’ needs and build relationships with them. The platform 

empowers organizations by helping them listen to their customers and 

understand the effectiveness of their go-to-market strategies. 

 Alchemer offers compelling service support through its professional and panel 

services that help organizations design a robust VoC program, quickly reach 

the desired target audience, and drive value. The platform's comprehensive 

capabilities help Alchemer serve the unique requirements of organizations of 

all sizes. The VoC platform caters to various use cases such as customer 

feedback, product feedback, market research, employee assessments, 

marketing, and feedback collection. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, Alchemer has a strong presence 

in North America. From an industry vertical perspective, the company holds a 

customer base across education, healthcare, non-profits, government, 

technology, and retail sectors. 

 Alchemer may face competition from VoC vendors having a significant market 

presence across geographical regions. The company may also face 

competition from VoC players offering robust AI/analytics-driven VoC 

capabilities. However, with its configurable and scalable platform and robust 

professional services, Alchemer is expected to expand its market share in the 

global VoC market. 
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Clarabridge 

URL: http://www.clarabridge.com   

Founded in 2006 and headquartered in Reston, VA, Clarabridge is a provider of 

customer experience management solutions and specializing in experience 

management, the voice of the customer analytics, text analytics, social customer care, 

customer surveys, NPS, and contact center. The company offers a voice of the 

customer (VoC) platform named Clarabridge Customer Experience Management 

(CEM) that enables organizations to listen to customer touchpoints and understand 

their interactions with the brand at every step of their journey. The platform offers 

comprehensive capabilities, including feedback collection, close-the-loop, effort 

score, text and sentiment analysis, intent detection, and dashboarding and reporting. 

The platform connects to numerous customer feedback sources (such as calls, 

emails, chats, surveys, social interactions, ratings, reviews, forums, and more) and 

gathers all the organization’s customer feedback (solicited and unsolicited) in a single 

location. It offers out-of-the-box connectors and industry standardized content packs 

that consist of pre-packaged data from industry-specific (such as airlines, financial 

services, high-tech products, and more) websites and reports.   

Clarabridge offers close-the-loop support to enable organizations to drive revenue 

and minimize churn rates. It helps customer-facing teams to understand the root 

cause of the negative feedback and respond accordingly to close the loop. 

Organizations can utilize this feedback data for retaining, coaching, and encouraging 

their frontline employees and further leverage this feedback to determine and mend 

process issues, channel opportunities, and process the gaps hindering customer and 

employee engagement. 

Clarabridge provides an omnichannel customer feedback view for seamless data 

unification and analysis of customer data across all the touchpoints. The AI-powered 

machine learning algorithms and natural language processing-based effort score 

offers organizations a metric to assess unstructured customer data across all 

touchpoints. The platform derives the score and uncovers customer effort based on 

the text feedback. It measures every feedback sentence for words and phrases and 

linguistic features that match known indicators of high or low effort.  

The Clarabridge VoC platform offers an NLP and proprietary algorithm-based text 

analytics tool that enables organizations to gain a comprehensive understanding of 

customers’ verbal communications. This tool converts customers’ unstructured 

thoughts into structured data to be applied across the business.  The tool determines 

the customers’ thinking patterns and themes and helps organizations understand their 

wants and needs.  
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The platform includes a sentiment analysis tool that measures the positive and 

negative language of the customer. This tool accurately captures degrees of variation 

on its 11-point sentiment scale and manages the nuance of various contexts. The tool 

works in coordination with text analytics to uncover customer opinions regarding 

various topics concerning products and services. The sentiment score helps 

organizations to execute their initiatives related to product improvements, train sales 

or customer care agents, or design new marketing campaigns. The platform’s intent 

detection module leverages AI-powered semantic analysis strategies to determine 21 

different types of intents that are distinctive to customer experience analytics. It 

segregates requests, praises, cries for help, churn, and even legal disclosures in the 

customer feedback. 

The platform’s emotion analysis module helps organizations understand customer’s 

feelings when engaging with their products or services. With Clarabridge’s models, 

organizations can examine and understand emotions and gain knowledge about 

specific actions leading to certain feelings. Clarabridge offers numerous industry 

models and out-of-the-box templates for easy and accurate categorization of data. 

With these models, the platform makes reporting easy and derives data-driven 

insights.  

The platform offers prebuilt templates and customizable dashboards that enable 

organizations to provide data visualizations specific to their teams’ requirements. It 

enables users to create and manage metrics, models, and attributes. Additionally, the 

platform also offers governance features that ensure only designated individuals can 

access particular data. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of Clarabridge’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 Clarabridge’s robust VoC platform helps organizations link with multiple 

customer feedback sources of any data types, leverage this experience data 

to gain actionable insights, and make informed business and customer-

focused decisions. The platform unifies the customer experience data with its 

native text analytics engine for rich intelligence, helping users drive employee 

engagement and strategic change across their organizations. The platform 

consolidates and displays effort scores besides various business KPI’s to 

deliver operational insights, helping organizations design customer-driven 

products and services. These effort scores also help organizations identify the 

key drivers leading to channel hopping and curate workflows to eliminate the 

root causes of high effort experiences. 

 Clarabridge helps organizations drive business value with a native sentiment 

scoring tool that facilitates them to manage their customer experiences, 
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understand their sentiments, and enable them to align the sentiment scores to 

business-specific goals. Clarabridge Pulse – a native mobile app, leverages 

analytics capabilities to aid the executives and managers in reviewing the 

critical customer feedback insights and acting on these insights. The platform 

caters to various use cases such as analyze data from multiple sources and 

obtain a more comprehensive view of the customer, unify, and improve social 

media management, accelerate speed and quality of responses to customers, 

deliver customer insights, improve agent efficiency, reduce social media 

response time, empower internal stakeholders with better information, 

improve the member experiences, and more. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, Clarabridge has a strong 

presence in North America and the European Union. From an industry vertical 

perspective, the company has a presence across a wide range of sectors, 

including financial institutions, retail and consumer goods, health insurance 

and health providers, media and technology, and travel and hospitality. 

 Clarabridge may face competition from VoC vendors having a significant 

market presence across geographical regions. The company may also face 

competition from vendors offering compelling managed and professional 

services. However, with its scalable technology platform, comprehensive 

functional capabilities, and strong customer support, Clarabridge is well-

positioned to expand its market share in the global VoC market.   
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Concentrix 

URL: https://www.concentrix.com/solutions/voc/ 

Founded in 1983 and headquartered in Fremont, California, Concentrix provides 

business services focused on customer engagement. Concentrix offers ConcentrixCX 

– an enterprise voice of the customer (VoC) platform that gathers feedback and 

provides real-time reporting and insights to organizations for delivering unique 

customer and employee experiences. The platform offers comprehensive capabilities, 

including omnichannel feedback, analytics and AI-powered insights, experience 

orchestration, and experience management services. 

The platform captures and aggregates feedback data from any channel (including 

email surveys, SMS, web intercepts, digital feedback tabs, in-app communications, 

messaging channels, connected IoT devices, IVR, telephone, etc.) across the 

customer’s journey. The platform offers branded, interactive surveys to enhance the 

response rate and deliver a seamless feedback experience. It helps users to capture 

feedback from social media and leverage AI capabilities to identify customer pain 

points. It also helps identify and swiftly interact with high-risk customers. The social 

feedbacks are displayed along with insight sources to deliver instant visibility into 

cross-channel performance. The platform also helps users fetch data from their 

organizations’ complaints systems and employ AI capabilities to catalog critical 

customer issues. 

The ConcentrixCX platform is equipped with analytics & AI-powered insights 

capability that helps organizations to transform their text from surveys, social 

interactions, employee notes, and more into actionable insights. The platform assists 

users to leverage machine and human learning to assess text feedback, surface 

themes, quantify sentiment and prioritize action automatically. With advanced 

analytics and an AI-driven module, users can enhance the experiences by identifying 

major customer issues, understanding the priority for resolution, and anticipating the 

consequences of these issues. The platform combines feedback data across channels 

within a single system to provide a 360-degree view of customer and employee 

experience. It also offers compelling query resolution tools that enable organizations 

to manage areas of opportunity. The platform includes analyst suite/robust and 

intuitive tools that help organizations’ analytics teams to identify and act on strategic 

insights. Users can gain role-based insights by defining access rights and reporting 

as per their organization’s hierarchy and requirements. The platform gives users the 

flexibility to customize insights, visualizations, and workflows for designated 

individuals.  

The platform’s experience orchestration capability helps organizations orchestrate 

actions in real-time. It enables managers/leaders to track, assess, and enhance their 

https://www.concentrix.com/solutions/voc/
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employees’ performance in real-time. It also includes tools such as personalized 

scorecards, guided coaching workflows, improvement storyboards, and recognition. 

The platform helps organizations streamline experience management with real-time 

alerts related to customer issues. It helps organizational teams address issues quickly, 

mitigate churn risk and determine larger systemic issues using native alert 

prioritization, routing, and a full case management system. With native crowdsourcing 

tools, managers/leaders can capture, monitor, and arrange employee ideas based on 

team, department, category, and overall impact. The platform also offers an action 

planner module that includes guided workflows and collaboration tools for 

organizational teams to outline improvement roadmaps, tag owners to unique 

activities, monitor developments, and evaluate the effect of applied solutions. The 

platform also helps organizations promote experience management platform adoption 

and engagement with tailored, digital notifications for employees. These notifications 

can remind employees to log in, use their tools, and perform designated actions. 

The platform is coupled with experience management services that include best 

practices and proven methods. These services help organizations to drive maximum 

value from the technology. Concentrix’s design team helps organizations to build a 

high-impact voice of the customer program as per their requirements. This team 

guides from feedback strategy to platform reporting, design decisions, and more. The 

company’s implementation and program success teams ensure organizations are 

driving maximum value from the VoC platform. The culture consultants help 

organizations to design and deploy strategies for employee engagement. These 

consultants also help the organizations from platform adoption plans to closed-loop 

design. Concentrix also offers VOC Analytics Services, where CX Analysts and 

Change Agents help organizations make the most of their customer experience data, 

uncover meaningful intelligence and drive value for customers. By combining the 

powerful insights from ConcentrixCX with people-led root cause analysis, action 

planning and business strategy, program outcomes are accelerated. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of Concentrix’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 Concentrix’s SaaS-based VoC platform provides streaming updates regarding 

the CX performance across all channels of experience including customer 

service, digital, retail, etc., that helps organizations uncover at-risk customers, 

monitor root cause, and take action to close the loop, as well as applies AI and 

NLP to drive CX success and guides organizations in terms of process, policy, 

and channel opportunities. The company provides turnkey deployment 

support that enables organizations to accelerate time to market and reap 

benefits rapidly. Concentrix offers ConcentrixCX Mobile for organizations to 

listen, learn, and act on feedback from any location. This robust mobile 
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application, packed with role-based dashboards, case management, and 

comments and recognition features, empowers organizations to monitor 

performance and address issues promptly. 

 Concentrix offers native and intuitive support for speech and text insights to 

enables organizations to understand customers’ pain points and their actions 

across various touchpoints. With speech and text analytics support, the 

platform mines and transforms the experience data captured from chat 

transcripts, call recordings, CRM/sales data, customer data, social media, and 

messaging into actionable insights to boost customer loyalty, enhance 

customer experience, and increase ROI. Concentrix’s technology specialist, 

analytics experts, and tenured professional services help organizations drive 

best practices and desired business outcomes. The platform caters to various 

use cases, including decreasing escalation calls, uncovering frontline 

behaviors impacting customer experiences, using text analytics to identify 

customer pain points and friction, leveraging survey feedback and real-time 

alerts to determine to save at-risk customers, and more. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, Concentrix has a strong presence 

in North America. From an industry vertical perspective, the company has a 

presence across a wide range of sectors, including automotive, banking, and 

financial services, insurance, healthcare, technology, consumer electronics, 

media and communications, retail and e-commerce, travel, hospitality, and 

transportation, energy, and public sector. 

 Concentrix may face competition from well-established VoC vendors having a 

significant global market presence as well as emerging vendors focusing on 

implementing compelling market expansion and penetration strategies. 

However, with its domain expertise, robust service and technology support, 

and strong customer value proposition, Concentrix is well-positioned to 

expand its market share in the global VoC market.  
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Confirmit 

URL: https://www.confirmit.com/ 

Founded in 1996 and headquartered in Oslo, Norway, Confirmit is a provider of SaaS 

based  feedback and research solutions. The company offers a flexible, multi-channel 

business insight software platform named Confirmit Horizons for voice of customer 

(VoC), employee engagement, and market research. The Confirmit VoC platform 

helps organizations gain valuable strategic business insights from multiple feedback 

and research projects, drive intelligent decisions, and act quickly. The platform offers 

native VoC capabilities, including data collection and integration, data analysis and 

reporting, closed-loop feedback, action management, survey designing and 

authoring, and panel management. 

Confirmit Horizons is a web-based data collection tool that helps organizations create 

customized, branded, and structured surveys for all types of feedback and market 

research programs. The platform allows organizations to deploy surveys across 

various points of contact, including emails, web pages, or mobile devices. Users can 

leverage Confirmit’s web capabilities for creating surveys incorporating a wide range 

of question types, supporting embedded multimedia files, enabling mobile capabilities, 

including photo capture, and use logic and routing to keep customers and 

respondents engaged and increasing completion rates. Besides, Confirmit helps 

organizations to conduct surveys and capture data through multiple channels with 

Confirmit telephone interviewing capabilities, including IVR (Interactive Voice 

Response) and CATI (Computer-assisted Telephone Interviewing), offline interviewing 

with CAPI (Computer assisted personal interviewing), and Confirmit paper surveys, 

mobile data collection software and SDK’s capabilities.  

Confirmit provides comprehensive data analysis tools that help analysts interact, 

explore, and visualize the VoC data. Organizations can also add data from other 

business systems such as financial systems, ERP, or CRM. This additional context 

helps users easily understand the responses, map feedback back to business KPIs, 

prioritize business improvements, and find undiscovered issues. Analysts can use the 

built-in reports or create custom reports that facilitate advanced analysis, including 

linear regression, factor analysis, cluster analysis, T-testing, etc., to explore the data 

and further generate visualizations that illustrate insights that are important for the 

business. 

Confirmit’s data reporting is flexible and can be customized. It can provide real-time 

insights regardless of the channels used for data collection. The platform eliminates 

data silos by capturing feedback through the web, email, IVR, mobile, SMS, telephone, 

or paper, including data from structured surveys or unstructured verbatim text, and 

facilitates a single reporting environment. The platform offers real-time, role-specific 

https://www.confirmit.com/
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and drag and drop dashboards & reports. Users can leverage the platform’s simplified 

widget-based dashboards that include key goals and benchmarks and advanced 

reporting capabilities to build branded dashboards with data and/or visualizations, 

including cross-data analysis, trends and correlations, key driver analysis, and 

predictive analytics. The platform offers mobile reporting to deliver the right 

information to the right people quickly without requiring them to analyze lengthy 

statistical reports.  

Confirmit Horizons provides built-in workflow capabilities that can be configured to 

match the client organization's needs for closing the loop on the cases generated from 

the alerting. The solution also enables different users, such as customer case 

managers within the client organization, to respond directly to the client's customer 

via email. Confirmit Action Management capability provides a wide range of filters, 

powerful search capabilities, action-oriented workflows, and streamlined permissions. 

Additionally, users can customize their action management notifications as per 

requirement. This ability helps users and teams to make efficient and positive action 

on the survey results.  

The company offers Confirmit Survey Designer tools for creating surveys. Users can 

leverage various features offered by the designer tools to design surveys with 

innovative question types, multimedia clips. It includes a powerful array of feedback 

methods to engage with audiences and capture the necessary insights. Additionally, 

Confirmit offers panel management capability that enables users to manage and 

streamline the panel management activities. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of Confirmit’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 Confirmit platform’s VoC capabilities for feedback and data collection, 

analysis, and reporting, coupled with text and social analytics and action 

management, help organizations capture comprehensive structured and 

unstructured customer feedback across multiple channels. The powerful 

analytics, reporting, and data visualization capabilities offered by the platform 

also help organizations eliminate data silos and drive intelligent decisions and 

actions. Confirmit VoC platform’s key technology differentiators include 

comprehensive feedback collection, data capture with powerful mapping 

capabilities, real-time results and instant analytics, advanced analytics, 

including a huge range of on-platform statistical techniques, and 

comprehensive data analysis tools. 

 Confirmit offers tonal/voice emotion analytics through its technology partner 

LivingLens. Confirmit’s text analytics software Confirmit Genius™ offers 

advanced AI text analysis. The platform leverages these capabilities to provide 
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categorization and sentiment analysis using AI techniques. It allows 

organizations to integrate categorization and sentiment metrics with the voice 

of the customer program or customer experience management program to 

benchmark and discover trends, receive timely alerts about sentiment 

changes, and align those insights with key customer metrics. The VoC platform 

caters to a wide range of use cases, including complex survey routing, 

hierarchy management, sample management, data ingestion, dashboard 

design, action workflows, account health to help B2B professionals, quickly 

discover new and actionable insights, digital health to supports intercept 

configuration, deployment onto websites and into the user experience within 

a mobile app., service health, employee pulse, and ad -hoc research. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, Confirmit has a strong presence 

in North America, followed by the EMEA and APAC regions. From an industry 

vertical perspective, the company has a presence across a wide range of 

industry verticals, including banking and financial services, business services, 

and technology providers. 

 Confirmit may face competition from well-established and emerging VoC 

providers offering competitive VoC solutions to customers across a wide range 

of industry verticals. The company may face a challenge from vendors offering 

compelling pricing strategies. However, with its sophisticated technology 

platform, robust partner ecosystem, and strong expertise in catering to B2B 

space, Confirmit is well-positioned to expand its market share in the global 

VoC market.  

 Considering Confirmit’s roadmap, the company has delivered its planned 

technological enhancements in the year 2020. These comprised of Survey 

Designer enhancements for response view, template support for exports and 

for respondent data view, and simplification of the email invitation process. The 

company also delivered the enhancements related to responsive survey to 

provide reusable custom question experiences, versioning support and new 

question experiences, feedback capture using Facebook Messenger, the 

addition of new REST-based APIs for easier integration of third-party software, 

integration with Zendesk for easily capturing feedback after service 

interactions, development of browser-based CATI console for easier agent 

deployment of interviewing software. Confirmit also plans new partnerships for 

voice-to-text (Ciptex), online advisory boards (Currnt), and session replay 

(Clicktale and Decibel Insights). In the coming year, the company plans to 

augment its current VoC capabilities and expand its customer base globally. 
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Eloquant 

URL: https://www.eloquant.com/en/ 

Founded in 2001 and headquartered in Levallois-Perret, France, Eloquant offers 

customer relationship management solutions in SaaS mode that integrate both 

dialogues and listening on a single unified platform. The company offers contact 

center and customer satisfaction and measurement solutions that help companies 

improve their customer relationship. Eloquant’s VoC platform titled Customer 

satisfaction and measurement offers key VoC capabilities, including data collection 

and integration, data analysis and reporting, closed-loop feedback, and survey 

designing and authoring. 

The platform helps organizations interview their customers, measure customer 

satisfaction, and collect their opinion in an omnichannel environment. It allows users 

to create questionnaires and distribute them to their customers via email, text 

message, website, voice inquiry, or by mixing different channels. In addition, the 

Customer Satisfaction Measurement platform can integrate with third-party 

applications, including IS, BI tools, and CRM.  

The platform leverages semantic automated analysis software to analyze customer 

comments. It allows organizations to analyze customer feelings and correlate with the 

note expressed by the customers across various channels and touchpoints. Users can 

detect priority sites to address weak signals and identify customers about to leave. 

The platform enables organizations to follow their daily indicators (CSAT, NPS, CES, 

etc.) in real-time and track their VoC program performance metrics. The platform 

offers customizable dashboards that allow users to monitor the performance of the 

VoC program and measure the impact of their decision-making. It also allows users to 

build dashboards directly in the application. Users can follow the feedback from these 

dashboards in real-time. Users can also distribute the customer responses, analyses, 

and alerts to the relevant interlocutors with personalized filters according to their 

profiles. 

The platform manages the feedback loop by directing the receipt of detected 

dissatisfaction to the employees and departments. It allows users to set up real-time 

alters for processing and closing the loop on such customer cases. It shares the Voice 

of the Customer with all employees and departments and involves them to facilitate a 

customer-centric approach and continuous improvement within the organization. 

Eloquant’s Customer Satisfaction Measurement platform allows users to design 

flexible, innovative and responsive questionnaires and enables them to insert closed 

single, multiple, ordered, digital, text, date, video links, and attachments with images 

to these questionnaires. Users can modify labels independently according to their 

https://www.eloquant.com/en/
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organization-specific accreditation, add choices of answers, and deactivate or delete 

questions at any time in real-time. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of Eloquant’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 Eloquant platform’s VoC capabilities for feedback and data collection, analysis, 

and reporting, coupled with semantic analytics, closed-loop feedback, helps 

organizations interview their customers, measure customer satisfaction, and 

collect their opinion across channels including emails, SMS: questions by SMS 

or URL link pushed by SMS, and website surveys by pop-in/pop-up web and 

voice surveys. Eloquant VoC platform’s key technology differentiators include 

omnichannel survey delivery, in-built semantic analysis capability, data 

protection & privacy, and multi-lingual support. The platform’s overload 

management feature enables organizations to manage canceled subscriptions 

and maximize the response rate. 

 The platform allows organizations/users to set up and track the ‘tickets’ for 

customer cases that employees can act upon. These tickets can be 

conditioned on any question, framing date, time period, etc. Employees can 

follow the detrimental tickets, for example, calling back customers and editing 

their files by specifying the nature and the result of the action undertaken. The 

VoC platform caters to use cases for multichannel surveys, mirror surveys, 

increasing customer knowledge, and customer and measure customer 

satisfaction. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, Eloquant has a strong presence 

in the European region. The company focuses mostly on offering VoC platform 

to B2C organizations. From an industry vertical perspective, the company 

holds a customer base across the telecom and banking & insurance industries. 

 Eloquant may face a challenge in expanding its foothold across the North 

American region due to the dominance of other large and well-established 

VoC players. The company faces competition from VoC players offering 

innovative AI/analytics-driven VoC capabilities. However, with its strong 

expertise in catering to B2B space across the European region and 

comprehensive road map, Eloquant is expected to expand its market share in 

the global VoC market.  

 Concerning product strategy and roadmap, Eloquant plans to invest in 

enhancing its VoC capabilities with predictive tools for feedback, chatbot, 

speech-to-text analysis, and sentiment analysis. 
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InMoment 

URL: https://inmoment.com   

Founded in 2002 and headquartered in South Jordan, Utah, InMoment is a provider 

of a SaaS-based experience intelligence (XI) platform. The company specializes in 

customer experience optimization, voice of customer, employee engagement, social 

reviews & advocacy, customer feedback, text analytics, net promoter score, and 

customer loyalty and retention. InMoment offers the Experience Intelligence platform 

(XI) that helps organizations drive real, actionable business value by leveraging the 

aggregated intelligence from employees, customers, and the market ecosystem. The 

platform offers comprehensive modules, including feedback and data integration, data 

management, text analytics, active listening studio, case management, action 

planning, reporting studio, and more. 

The InMoment platform helps organizations capture the feedback data from direct, 

indirect, and inferred sources. The platform's integration capability includes 300+ out-

of-the-box integrations and can easily implement custom workflows to drive 

improvement in the applications used by the organizational teams. This capability 

enable users to ingest the captured experience data to automate the feedback 

collection and manage cases seamlessly. The platform also supports integration with 

communication tools such as Slack. Such integration enable the users to assess and 

direct customer feedback in real-time to appropriate channels, teams, and 

stakeholders. The platform also supports PaaS (integrations Platform as a Service) to 

help the company quickly scale for shorter implementation timelines, lower costs, and 

meet emerging customer needs. 

InMoment's data management capability includes Workflow™ module that 

automatically cleanses and processes the data for further integration. This module 

helps eliminate data silos by helping users to easily gather, analyze, and visualize the 

data across organizations. Workflow™ also helps in accommodating the experience 

data based on changing organizational structure, users, roles, and permission. 

The platform offers robust text analytics capability that determines the critical issues 

and their impact in real-time along with root cause analysis. It also supports data 

exploration and helps users understand trends by proffering the relevant information 

in written text to help them take the right actions at the right time. The platform's 

layered text analytics offers a combination of both industry and custom models. The 

custom layered models enable organizations to select and execute multiple highly-

tuned industry models for brand-specific insights. Organizations can fine-tune the out-

of-the-box, custom, and accurate models to line up with their company's glossary. 

InMoment offers an AI-powered adaptive sentiment engine that can identify new terms 

and phrases in the text. Organizations can utilize this engine to decipher and decode 
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customer emotions to amplify customer retention and spend. Besides, the native 

language text analytics includes a library of native languages to help the users capture 

critical cultural nuances that may be missed in the translation. It helps organizations 

uncover trends and opportunities from a huge volume of data. 

The platform is equipped with an AI-driven conversational feedback bot named Active 

Listening™. This bot leverages the text analytics capability to listen, understand, and 

respond to customers in real-time and draw out valuable responses.  

The platform offers intelligent alerts, text analytics, and prescriptive recommended 

actions embedded case management/closed-loop system to cater to high-risk to high 

potential customers. This system is infused with text analytics, which helps in 

continuously improving the inner and outer loops by uncovering the next best action 

for customers or employees and addressing the root causes. Users can manage, 

assign, monitor, prioritize, and rectify customer events with real-time intelligent alerts 

delivered via push notifications, SMSs, and emails. 

The platform provides an action planning capability that determines, prioritizes, and 

acts on high-impact customer moments. Action planning includes Coach™ module, 

that uses predictive analytics on both structured and unstructured data to identify 

emerging service trends at a location level. Coach™ is capable of designing 

automated, proactive action plans that align with the organization’s operating 

procedures and revenue-generating activities. Coach™ can also offer accurate 

location-level insights/recommendations despite low feedback volume. 

The data exploration module offers an anomaly detection and alerting support that 

examines the data to identity and alert on the changing patterns, trends, and 

anomalies. It also supports the analysis of unstructured data such as web and voice 

feedback, social comments and reviews, photos, and videos to address complex and 

new questions. With A/B testing, organizations can compare the results of various 

initiatives such as product launches, new servicing motions, and more.   

The platform’s intuitive reporting studio delivers actionable intelligence for users 

based on their designation. The platform helps organizations create, schedule, and 

share reports and dashboards consisting of dynamic live data sets. The front-line 

reporting provides insights into customers’ actions that help them understand and 

take actions at the right moment and in the right channel. The platform provides 

automated, complex reports based on the data ingested in the InMoment platform. 

This reporting studio empowers organizations to uncover new opportunities for 

acquisition, growth, and efficiency across their business. The customizable executive 

reporting provides business leaders with the most relevant insights that depict 

understanding of conversion by channel to identify the revenue at risk. 
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Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of InMoment’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 InMoment's unique approach towards experience improvement and purpose-

built feedback management platform empowers organizations to design 

effective programs to enhance employee and customer engagement and drive 

value from their business initiatives. InMoment's recent acquisition of MaritzCX 

and Wootric is helping the company to augment its existing offering with new 

features and services, leading to customer experience innovation and growth. 

The company’s flexible offering for action and case management, social 

media, program management, text and advanced analytics, predictive 

analytics, and CX strategy and design helps organizations to focus on 

attracting more high-value customers, empower internal teams to better 

engage, and accommodate changing factors related to organization, customer 

behavior, and environment in their initiatives. 

 InMoment provides strong strategic services support combined with data 

science and human behavior expertise, which helps organizations to anticipate 

and strategize on emerging customer journeys to address their growing 

needs. The company offers proprietary True Driver Analysis that helps 

organizations to understand various aspects of experience and its influence on 

the result, as well as the ways to prefer the key variables. The platform's 

predictive analytics module helps organizations to tap into dawning 

opportunities by understanding customer churn, employee attrition and 

assessing data patterns across sources.  

 The platform caters to various use cases, including faster and seamless issue 

resolution, boost in response rates, create an effective survey program where 

customer feedback drives action, grow customer listening and understand to 

inspire satisfaction, loyalty, and joy, reduce customer listening costs, and 

more.   

 From a geographical presence perspective, InMoment has a strong presence 

in North America, European Union, and the APAC region. From an industry 

vertical perspective, the company has a presence across a wide range of 

sectors, including automotive, B2B, contact center, financial services, food 

services, healthcare, insurance, retail, telecom, travel and hospitality, and 

utilities. 

 InMoment may face competition from emerging as well as well-established 

VoC vendors offering innovative solutions comprising self-service and robust 

reporting capabilities. However, with its robust professional services, domain 

expertise, modern architecture, and strong customer value proposition, 
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InMoment is well-positioned to expand its market share in the global VoC 

market.  
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inQuba 

URL: https://www.inquba.com/products-cx/   

Founded in 2010 and headquartered in Johannesburg, Gauteng, inQuba is a provider 

of CX management and journey analytics solutions and services. inQuba offers 

inQuba Journey Cloud that consists of a number of CX modules, including a voice of 

the customer (VoC) platform named inQuba CX. inQuba’s voice of the customer (VoC) 

platform enables organizations to gather feedback, measure customer context and 

optimize the journeys in real-time. The platform offers robust capabilities, including 

data integration, modeling, and measuring customer journeys, text analytics, service 

recovery, omnichannel feedback collection, personalized engagement, and profiled 

reporting. 

The VoC platform can integrate diverse sets of data through an easy visual interface. 

It includes a data integration kit that supports automation of the imported data and 

provides a visual means to map external data to the internal inQuba data definitions. 

The platform is equipped with several automation tools that facilitate data ingestion 

management on a daily basis. The company has also introduced various Swagger-

enabled APIs for real-time data integration into the platform. 

The platform supports modeling and measuring of the customer journeys based on 

the layered model (with experience steps and service channels). These layers include 

customer value proposition, experiences, sub experiences, and touchpoints. It allows 

connecting of structured and unstructured feedback to every stage of the customer 

journey. The platform is also equipped with a data repository to accumulate the 

solicited and unsolicited feedback. It includes a journey visualization capability that 

includes a graphical representation of the journeys based on the ingested data. Users 

can trigger surveys from the platform based on the customers’ journey paths taken 

through the specific product or based on events that occur with the corporate 

customer systems (such as website login). 

inQuba’s CX platform is also armed with a text analytics engine that enables 

organizations to assess customer sentiment. This engine automatically categorizes 

and analyzes the unstructured text into various quality attributes or categorizes text 

based on company and industry specific models. Users can uncover the customer 

sentiment across their journey by anchoring text to the Customer Experience Model 

and scores the unstructured customer sentiment. The text can also be leveraged to 

represent the virtual transactions on the actual customer journey.  

The platform gathers all the customer-related content and unifies it into a single view 

of the customer. This single view can be accessed from various locations from the 

inQuba platform. Using the customer repository, organizations can understand the 

immediate actions required by the organization based on the aggregated customer 
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feedback. Users can leverage the single view to trigger rules for interaction with the 

customer. 

The VoC platform also offers a sophisticated service recovery/escalation capability for 

organizations to take optimal measures for mitigation in the case of a service failure 

and provides a means to quickly respond to the customer. It enables users to create 

cases using a wide range of rules. The platform allows organizational teams or 

individuals to manage the completion of the escalation. The items that are escalated 

are regulated by the SLAs that are defined and managed in the inQuba system itself. 

The system sends the survey to the customer to understand if the service failure is 

suitably corrected and customers’ requirements are met. The platform offers a host 

of productivity tools (including customizable filters, macros for case completion, and 

notes to share with other individuals for resolving escalations) to ensure individuals 

facing the customer queries can work effectively. 

inQuba’s platform supports the collection of customer feedback from channels such 

as SMS chats, SMS to USSD chats, WhatsApp surveys, sophisticated web intercept 

surveys, injections of surveys into the social media channels, and injection of surveys 

into eDockets for retailers. Users can define the surveys with rich branding rules to 

ensure the questions collected are relevant to the customer context. 

The platform provides a personalization capability through its integrated inQuba 

Engage solution. This solution allows organizations to deliver tailored, relevant 

omnichannel communications based on customers’ contexts, preferences, 

sentiments, or insights accumulated in the inQuba platform. inQuba Engage integrates 

seamlessly with the inQuba VoC as it is a module in the same platform, inQuba Case 

Management, and inQuba Social Media module. Within inQuba Engage, users can 

also design rules based on customer attributes, past responses, and journey paths to 

trigger actions. 

The social media module listens to the social media channels to uncover customer 

problems, gain insights, and understand context across channels.  

The platform’s profiled reporting capability allows staff at an operational level, service 

recovery level, product level, and other profiled audiences to obtain insights based on 

the user’s specific context. This reporting capability facilitates customer call-back for 

closed-loop feedback, operational performance report provision, and collaboration of 

customer issue resolution. The deep analytics reporting enables users to drill down to 

concerned areas of customer journeys and determine the root cause and common 

themes. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of inQuba’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 
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 inQuba’s robust technology platform offers key technology differentiators, 

including its primary approach to manage customer experience focusing on 

delivering value, built-in customer experience model & measurement model, 

strong & native text analytics capabilities, flexible import capabilities, and 

construction of actual journey paths based on transactional data. 

Organizations can leverage the visual wizard-based interface to flexibly import, 

transform and map data to the data objects existing in the inQuba platform. 

inQuba’s strong approach to deliver value to end users and the platform’s 

robust goal management capabilities is helping organizations and their 

customers to define and meet their goals. inQuba's software offerings are 

supported by rich customer success management capabilities that help 

organizations achieve the goal of customer-centricity. 

 inQuba’s VoC platform meets the requirements of security and scalability by 

accommodating a large number of platform users, supporting scaling of 

services horizontally, and processing a massive volume of transactions along 

with ensuring data integrity in case of service failure scenarios. The platform 

can leverage the transactional data to create the visualizations of the customer 

journey paths and further overlay these paths with customer perceptual 

information. The platform supports various use-cases such as collecting 

customer insights on various scenarios, identifying, and resolving service 

failure issues, providing daily insights based on user attributes, deep-dive 

analytics to understand key issues, executing a set of interventions and 

measure the interventions’ effectiveness, and identifying and actively retaining 

high-risk/ high-value customers. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, inQuba has a strong presence in 

the Middle East & Africa. The company also has a customer base across the 

US and APAC. From an industry vertical perspective, inQuba has a strong 

presence in the banking and financial services sector. The company also has 

a presence across other industry verticals, including telecom, retail & e-

commerce, hospitality & travel, and entertainment & sports.  

 inQuba may face a challenge in expanding its customer base, especially in 

North America and the European Union, due to the dominance of other well-

established players. The company may also face competition from VoC 

vendors having extensive partnerships with best-of-breed tools and 

technologies. However, with its strong customer service support, robust 

technology platform, and comprehensive functional capabilities, inQuba is 

well-positioned to expand its market share in the global VoC market.  

  On product strategy and roadmap, inQuba plans its platform enhancements 

around journey optimization capability. In the coming year, the company will 
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be focusing on augmenting the platform’s goal management capabilities. They 

will be providing enhanced standard integrations into other sources systems 

such as marketing systems, CRM, and LOB. inQuba also plans to develop 

sophisticated multidimensional customer profiles. The company is also 

focusing on extending the inQuba platform to gain better insights from digital 

channels. 
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Medallia 

URL: https://www.medallia.com 

Founded in 2001 and headquartered in San Francisco, California, United States, 

Medallia is a provider of SaaS-based customer experience management and 

employee feedback management solutions. The company offers an AI/ML-powered 

voice of customer (VoC) Platform titled Medallia’s Experience Cloud™. The platform 

helps organizations to gain actionable customer insights and drive intelligent 

decisions. The platform helps organizations to understand the customer and 

employee journey, anticipate needs, predict behavior, and improve outcomes. The 

key components of Medallia’s Experience Cloud™ include comprehensive omni-

channel feedback capture in a unified platform, unstructured data analysis, predictive 

and action-oriented analytics, real-time and personalized reporting, risk scoring and 

case management and self-service.  

Medallia’s Experience Cloud offers comprehensive customer feedback collection 

capabilities across a wide range of channels and touchpoints, including survey, social, 

video, voice, digital and in-app, conversational messaging, and connected devices.  

With Medallia Conversations, organizations can engage with customers and collect 

feedback through SMS and other messaging channels such as Facebook Messenger, 

WhatsApp, and Webchat. Users can create different feedback paths which customers 

can choose from to gain a better understanding of their experience. The platform also 

allows customers to include photos and videos to give additional context about the 

experience. Organizations or users can deploy feedback templates across different 

messaging channels through the self-service interface. Moreover, Medallia offers 

message connector APIs that enable enterprises to integrate with third-party 

messaging platforms easily. Medallia Zingle, a text messaging product helps 

organization to boost customer engagement with real time conversation, increase 

their satisfaction level by instantly addressing the requests and issues and solicit 

service recovery opportunities. 

With Medallia Digital, the VoC platform collects stated and observed customer 

feedback across digital channels, including web, mobile and in-app, in real-time. 

Medallia Digital Anywhere enables organizations to engage with customers from any 

connected device.  

Media Social captures feedback in social reviews and social posts, providing added 

context of performance against competitive rivals.  

Medallia Insights Suite helps organizations to gather consumer opinions, motivations, 

and feelings through video, audio, or images within online surveys. Medallia's 

LivingLens enables organizations to capture video feedback from surveys, mobile 

https://www.medallia.com/
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app, or video meetings. Organizations can leverage this video feedback capturing tool 

to gain comprehensive insights and drive quick decisions and actions. This tool also 

includes rapid, automated multi-lingual speech-to-text that provides transcriptions for 

each video. The Medallia VoC also helps organizations to seamlessly integrate with 

their existing CRM systems. It allows employees to close support tickets, view contact 

and operational data, review feedback, and close the loop with unsatisfied customers 

with single account login. Moreover, the platform can also integrate with third-party 

ERPs and HCMs.  

Medallia Text Analytics uses natural language processing, machine, and human 

learning to automatically analyze unstructured text data, regardless of the source, and 

turn it into actionable insights. The platform’s ML-driven theme discovery engine 

automatically detects new issues and trends as they arise. Medallia Text Analytics 

automatically constructs thousands of clusters of related themes so that organizations 

uncover similar trends before they transform into widespread issues. Medallia Athena 

AI automatically identifies sentiment to unstructured text so that companies can 

understand how customers and employees feel on the basis of the feedback they have 

shared across various channels. 

Medallia Action intelligence identifies customer cases needing immediate attention, 

identifies areas of friction and high customer effort, highlights areas of opportunity, 

and helps organizations know where to focus first in order to drive the greatest impact 

on experiences and sales. Medallia Athena is the AI technology layer that helps 

organizations to analyze net promoter scores (NPS) and identify customers that are 

likely at the risk of churn or are in need of attention. This module can categorize, 

prioritize, and rank customers that need attention on the basis of both NPS and 

customer comments, and alert teams to take proactive real-time intelligent actions. 

With Medallia’s Experience Cloud Platform, companies gain a complete view of every 

customer, account, and employee’s journey. This allows organizations or employees 

to personalize their customer interactions by delivering experiences that are timely, 

relevant, and anticipate future needs. 

Medallia Speech is a part of the Medallia Experience Cloud and offers analysis of  calls 

with voice analytics and insights that help organizations address customer pain points 

effectively. The platform combines voice insights with other channels to offer a unified 

view of the customer journey. It combines speech-to-text processing and AI-powered 

analytics to offer a unified customer view consisting of end-to-end customer 

experience with cross-channel analysis, enabling organizations to facilitate intelligent 

actions. Medallia enables organizations to optimize operational efficiencies and 

amplify employee engagement with Stella Connect, a real-time feedback, coaching 

and quality management platform specifically designed for customer service teams. 
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Medallia Org Sync ensures a relevant view of data is shared with the employees on 

the basis of their roles and responsibility. The platform offers role-based access and 

flexible reporting and alerts to suit the business-specific requirements while 

considering various factors, including geographic regions, individual locations, and 

product lines, for defining alerts. The platform’s dynamic data mapping capability 

automatically maps customer experience data to organizational changes. Medallia’s 

in-memory analytics engine can manage many experiences, interactions, and signals 

and distribute them to a desired number of employees. 

As part of the Medallia Experience Cloud, Medallia’s Admin Suite helps organizations 

create and administer customer surveys and reports to large-scale operational 

programs in real-time. The suite’s report builder tools allow administrative users to 

build and share dashboards with the relevant users. While the Survey Builder helps 

organizations and users to improvise their surveys over time with new questions and 

logic. Medallia's Decibel – a web analytics solution includes digital journey and 

experience capabilities that captures and quantifies unique experience data to 

pinpoint revenue-impacting problem areas on websites and apps. The company also 

offers a behavioral consumer intelligence and benchmarking solution titled Sense360, 

which provides organizations comprehensive customer and competitive insights from 

buyer and non-buyer segments to make strategic, growth decisions. Besides, 

Medallia’s Experience Cloud is powered with Crowdicity – an idea management and 

collaboration platform that helps organizations to instantly crowdsource ideas from 

employees, suppliers, customers, and partners to drive innovation and engagement. 

The machine learning and predictive analytics driven customer success automation 

tool known as Strikedeck combined with Medallia platform provides 360-degree views 

regarding customer account health, such as information on renewals, product 

adoption and usage, subscriptions, billing, and more.  

The Medallia platform is also equipped with CX Journeys that helps organizations to 

capture journey-based experience data, conduct behavioral analysis, anticipate 

experience results, and optimize journeys by identifying improvement areas. Similarly, 

the native CX Profiles solution combines omnichannel signals to provide organizations 

a unified view of customer's experiences with their company and drive improvement. 

Additionally, Medallia Mobile an easy to use app empowers organizations to listen and 

act on voice of the customer from anywhere and anytime. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of Medallia’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 Medallia’s Experience Cloud, infused with Medallia Athena’s AI, serves as a 

robust customer and employee feedback management platform by offering 

comprehensive feedback capture and data analysis capabilities. The platform 
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helps organizations develop and deliver better products and services by 

mapping customer feedback with operational data, proactively identifying and 

addressing undiscovered customer issues and helping to retain customers 

with efficient case management capabilities. The Medallia platform’s key 

technology differentiators include omnichannel feedback capabilities, data 

analytics and reporting, personalization, innovative self-service, and end-to-

end data protection capabilities.  

 Medallia’s platform focuses on both B2B and B2C customers comprising both 

large and medium-sized organizations. Medallia’s product management 

capabilities help enterprises capture user feedback related to features, 

services, installation, pricing, and more for both digital and physical products 

and combine this feedback with deep product analytics. In addition, the 

company offers a wide range of product experience applications designed for 

specific industries and businesses. The platform caters to a wide range of use 

cases for collecting direct feedback, engaging conversational surveys, 

customer experience management, gaining a 360-degree view of customers, 

deriving insights from customer experience data, improving customer and 

employee experiences, and more. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, Medallia has a strong presence 

across North America. From an industry vertical perspective, the company 

holds a strong customer base across a wide range of industry verticals, 

including automotive, hospitality, insurance, public sector, retail, restaurants, 

healthcare, financial services, manufacturing, and telecommunications. 

  Medallia may face competition from other players with expertise in catering to 

specific industries or offering B2B-specific VoC solutions. However, with its 

sophisticated technology platform, robust technology roadmap and vision, and 

strong brand recognition and visibility, Medallia is poised to further expand its 

market share across various geographies. 

 Concerning future roadmap, Medallia plans to further expand its capabilities 

by offering powerful customer insights that would help retailers deliver 

seamless customer experiences. The company is focusing on enhancing 

Medallia Social, Medallia pre-configured retail applications, and Medallia’s 

Retail Theme Analytics. Further, Medallia continues to make investments in 

expanding its global sales coverage and product developments. 
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NICE 

URL: https://www.satmetrix.com/  &  https://www.nice.com 

Founded in 1986 and headquartered in Hoboken, New Jersey, NICE is a provider of 

cloud and on-premises enterprise software solutions with specialization in customer 

experience management solutions, security and public safety solutions, workforce 

optimization, customer journey solutions, CCaaS, Cloud CX, and more. NICE offers 

an experience transformation portfolio that includes CXone, an open cloud platform 

comprising three major integrated solutions known as customer engagement, 

omnichannel communication, and agile workforce engagement. This open cloud 

platform is inclusive of NICE Satmetrix, a customer experience management/ voice of 

the customer (VoC) platform, helps organizations leverage comprehensive 

experience insights to drive action and close the loop. The platform offers 

comprehensive capabilities, including omnichannel survey collection, speech and text 

analytics, process and data unification, case and action management, customer 

journey-based design and role-based capabilities, and program governance. 

The NICE VoC software can gather various types of structured and unstructured 

omnichannel survey feedback and offers native, out-of-the-box support for 116+ 

survey languages. The platform can ingest indirect and inferred/operational non-

survey data. It can also transform solicited and unsolicited digital feedbacks in the 

structured and unstructured data format and further send alerts with respect to the 

metrics and trends. 

The platform includes a native AI-powered speech and text analytics capability that 

mines text and audio-based customer interactions and leverages neural phonetic 

speech analytics to analyze content and customer sentiments. The large vocabulary 

continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) module embedded into the VoC platform 

helps organizations analyze the content and sentiment of audio interactions at an 

enterprise scale. For facilitating further analysis, this phonetic level analysis is 

transcribed in speaker separated, human-readable text transcripts in order of its 

engagement. In terms of Speech to Text (STT), the platform displays the STT on the 

survey response page and in the comment streams. The platform provides out-of-the-

box functionality such as AI sentiment, excessive non-talk time, excessive cross-talk, 

disconnects, transfers, and noticeably short or long calls to measure the agent 

behaviors. Additionally, the platform includes customer satisfaction-specific AI models 

that work in real-time after every interaction to understand the agent’s behavior and 

its impact on customer satisfaction. The NLP-based text analytics delivers text 

classification, topic modeling, and search. Besides, the platform is armed with native 

AI capabilities such as automatic categorization, anomaly detection, and query 

coverage analysis that help enhance this set of solutions. The VoC platform includes 

https://www.satmetrix.com/
https://www.nice.com/
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out-of-the-box 800+ business and industry ontologies and also provides users with 

the flexibility to add ontologies based on their requirements. 

The platform supports the unification of processes and data for harnessing feedbacks 

across all organizations and their functions. It gathers and distributes a comprehensive 

set of solicited and unsolicited feedback sources. The platform’s BYOD (bring your 

own data) feature helps organizations by automatically importing 

operational/transactional data that is source-agnostic, along with solicited and 

unsolicited structured or unstructured feedback. Also, the platform’s integrated 

playback interaction feature enables organizations to playback calls linked to 

customer service interactions. The platform comes with 150+ bidirectional APIs as 

well as real-time and batched data integrations for collecting and linking an array of 

structured application data, along with text and audio files, metadata, and analytics 

insights. 

The NICE VoC offers a case and action management capability to execute closed-

loop processes. The platform includes self-service configured rules to manage alerts, 

prioritization, deadlines, and escalations. It also includes self-service capabilities, 

which allow companies to design suitable workflows for case routing, and matching 

cases closely with employee skill sets automatically. These workflows comprise an 

action plan to close the loop and help serve the organization’s business, workflows, 

and stages-related specific requirements. With these workflows, organizations can 

automatically send reminder alerts and meet SLA’s. The bi-directional integration 

support powers execution of case management in CRM systems. Additionally, the 

platform supports closed-loop follow-up customer surveys that enable organizations 

to measure the processes and assist their employees in enhancing empathy and 

resolution skills. 

NICE VoC’s customer journey-based program framework and services address 

organizational and data silo challenges by uniting people and processes for 

harnessing the experience data across all organizations and functions. The built-in 

customer journey maps and intuitive visualizations help organizations dive deep to 

uncover customer’s interaction methods and goals. The platform links interactions 

from multiple interaction channels across digital touchpoints by using identity 

mapping. With the customer-based design approach, all the experience data is fused 

with the VoC to determine customer pain points and moments of truth across their 

journey. 

The VoC platform offers native support for role-based capabilities and program 

governance. It enables organizations to harness pre-configured, customizable role-

based dashboards and reports to gain real-time, actionable insights based on user 

roles (including executive, manager, supervisor, employee/agent, CX program 

manager, analyst, and enterprise administrator). These dashboards and reports unify 
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all forms of experience data collected through direct, indirect, and inferred solicited, 

unsolicited, structured, or unstructured data sources. The platform ensures data 

security and privacy by applying data jurisdiction restrictions based on the 

organizational hierarchy and assigned roles in all presentation forms. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of NICE’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 NICE's approach towards offering a holistic and unified understanding of 

customer's feedback across their journey is helping organizations design 

compelling marketing initiatives, drive product innovation, and increase 

customer satisfaction. The company helps organizations transform their 

customer experience by combining VoC, interaction analytics, and customer 

journey capabilities. NICE VoC platform’s key technology differentiators 

include customer journey-based design, real-time actions, robust analytics 

capabilities, a one-stop-shop VoC solution, and a holistic and unified solution. 

NICE VoC platform’s ability to support real-time actions helps organizations 

instantly act on the feedback from customers to drive better customer 

engagement. The platform leverages NICE Enlighten AI Agent Behavioral 

Models to offer real-time agent coaching and real-time agent guidance. NICE 

leverages its enterprise ready VoC platform and robust contact center 

capabilities to serve the requirements of organizations of all sizes and all tiers 

of the market. 

 NICE’s self-service VoC platform is armed with compelling built-in AI and 

analytics (Enlighten AI Engine, speech analytics, and text analytics) capabilities 

that provide deep and actionable predictive insights at journey level, 

interaction level, and behavioral level and enabling organizations to leverage 

these insights and make informed business decisions. The platform also offers 

a role-based dashboard and collaborative tools specifically applicable for 

designated users. These tools help these users to align and achieve their CX 

goals. NICE Enlighten AI – a comprehensive customer engagement AI 

framework driven by unsupervised and supervised machine learning and 

modeling algorithms, provides pre-trained models for interpretive, predictive, 

and prescriptive use cases such as behavior metrics. The company offers 

robust AI capabilities, including ML-supported real-time workflows that are 

accompanied by rule-based processing for surveys and alerts. The platform 

caters to use cases such as customer service, product and services, and 

marketing. It helps organizations unify their VoC data across various divisions 

and business groups. The platform eliminates the organizational and data silos 

across organizations’ product lines and helps organizations employ valuable 

analytics for improving their product and service delivery. 
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 From a geographical presence perspective, NICE has a strong presence in the 

North American region. The company also has a presence in EMEA, APAC, 

and Latin America. From an industry vertical perspective, the company has a 

presence across a wide range of sectors, including banking, financial services 

and insurance, healthcare, telecom, hospitality and travel, retail and 

ecommerce, utilities, manufacturing (automotive, IT hardware).  

 NICE may face competition from well-established and emerging VoC vendors 

offering innovative VoC solutions to customers across a wide range of industry 

verticals. However, with its comprehensive technology roadmap and vision, 

sophisticated technology platform, and robust AI capabilities, NICE is well-

positioned to expand its market share in the global VoC market.  

 NICE’s technology roadmap highlights enhancements across key themes, 

including building next-generation intelligent experience management and 

enhancing core experience management. The company plans to leverage and 

deploy AI/ML, digital transformation, analytics, and automation capabilities 

across its entire application and deliver enhanced CX and EX with innovative 

solutions. The company plans to continue to create differentiated offerings in 

its Core Experience Management offering across the three main pillars: listen, 

analyze, and act. Additionally, NICE also plans to invest in R&D, strategic 

acquisitions, and expansion of its ecosystem to offer an enhanced holistic VoC 

solution. 
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OpenText 

URL: https://www.opentext.com/   

Founded in 1991 and headquartered in Waterloo, ON, OpenText is a provider of 

information management solutions. The company specializes in enterprise information 

management, business process management, enterprise content management, 

information exchange, customer experience management, and information discovery. 

The company offers OpenText™ Explore, OpenText Magellan™, Qfiniti, and the 

OpenText Qfiniti ICE platform as a part of its digital experience product portfolio to 

cater to voice of the customer (VoC) requirements. OpenText offers comprehensive 

VoC capabilities, including feedback collection, text, and speech analytics, close the 

loop, social media analytics, clustering analysis, and data visualization. 

The platform aggregates the customer experience/feedback data from structured and 

unstructured sources such as social media, customer surveys, and more. This 

experience/feedback data enables organizations to analyze customer opinions and 

take the right actions at the right time. Moreover, users can also send digital surveys 

to customers directly via mobile devices. 

The platform includes robust natural language processing (NLP) based text analytics 

software that provides knowledge of text-based interactions, including survey results, 

open end verbatim or CRM notes. It automatically categorizes and classifies these 

customer interactions based on the meaning of the keywords in the text. The native 

speech analytics support accounts for the variability in speech such as language, 

dialect, accent, or emotion. Users can utilize the technology to build contextual 

hypotheses related to what the customer says. It helps organizations analyze agent 

and customer interaction analytics for improving call center coaching tactics. 

OpenText offers close-the-loop support to enables organizations to drive revenue and 

minimize churn rates. The support helps customer-facing teams to understand the 

root cause of the negative feedback and respond accordingly to close the loop. 

The platform leverages artificial intelligence-infused OpenText Magellan™ to offer call 

summarization, sentiment detection, call classification, breaking topics, and education. 

The platform supports social media analytics tools that can integrate data from social 

media sites to automatically determine the upcoming trends and existing sentiments 

with URL expansion and matching, format normalization, language detection, GEO-IP, 

and Kloud meta-data. The platform's clustering analysis assists organizations in 

arranging the gathered data into clusters. This clustering allows call centers to 

instantly assess cross-channel interactions without the need for manual analysis. 

Additionally, the platform helps users define and fine-tune interaction results that are 
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appropriate to the business context by using a flexible agent and customer behavior 

scoring models. 

The platform offers a drag and drop-based data visualization capability that enhances 

user experience by enabling users to build modern and intuitive analytics dashboards 

and reports. These customizable dashboards can be leveraged to convert raw data 

into comprehensive visualizations to understand customers’ behavior and their 

interaction with the organizations across their journey. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of OpenText’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 OpenText offers a robust VoC platform that helps organizations gain visibility 

into cross-channel customer interactions and understand their behavior and 

relationships. The OpenText Explore combines with OpenText Magellan to 

obtain, unify, manage, and assess big data and big content, driven by open 

source machine learning with native advanced analytics, enterprise-grade 

business intelligence capabilities. The company delivers a holistic VoC 

approach with its Qfiniti, Explore, and OpenText Qfiniti ICE offerings. The 

company empowers organizations to assess customer-facing individuals’ 

performance along with customer satisfaction in a multichannel space to 

enhance operational efficiency. The company offers compelling service 

support through its OpenText Professional Services that help organizations 

upskill their internal teams, quickly reach the desired target audience, drive 

business value, and increase user adoption to attain ROI. 

 The OpenText VoC platform’s comprehensive functional capabilities enable it 

to cater to the needs of customers, workforces, and enterprises. The platform 

helps customers to engage with the organizations at a deeper and personal 

level by enabling them to complete survey feedback through their preferred 

channels and minimize survey fatigue by activating smart campaigns. The 

frontline staff can optimize their internal processes and eliminate congestion 

to tap into future engagement opportunities. OpenText Explore's role-based 

and browser-based dashboarding capability ensures that access to any crucial 

data is permitted only to designated users. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, OpenText has a presence in North 

America and the European Union. From an industry vertical perspective, the 

company holds a customer base in sectors such as legal, automotive, banking, 

healthcare and life sciences, the public sector, and oil and gas.  

 OpenText may face competition from emerging as well as well-established 

vendors offering innovative VoC platforms and having a significant market 
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presence across geographical regions. However, with its plug-and-play 

platform, robust AI capabilities, compelling professional services, and domain 

expertise, OpenText is well-positioned to expand its market share in the global 

VoC market. 
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Qualtrics 

URL: https://www.qualtrics.com/au/ 

Founded in 2002 and headquartered in Provo, Utah, US, Qualtrics is a provider of 

experience management software. The SAP-owned company specializes in online 

survey software, market research, consumer feedback, employee feedback, NPS, 

panels, VoC, customer experience, brand experience, employee experience, product 

experience, experience management, surveys, and more. Qualtrics offers the 

Qualtrics Experience Management Platform (XM) platform that includes CustomerXM, 

EmployeeXM, BrandXM, ProductXM, DesignXM, and CoreXM solutions. This platform 

helps organizations curate and optimize the experiences of customers, brands, 

products, and employees. The Qualtrics CustomerXM offers the comprehensive voice 

of the customer (VoC) capabilities, including omnichannel feedback and integration, 

survey designing, case management, text analytics, NPS, analytics, and insights. 

The CustomerXM solution enables organizations to gather customer feedback across 

channels, including websites, apps, SMS, voice assistants, chatbots, and more. The 

solution also offers drag and drop add-ons and various integrations that support the 

automatic triggering of actions in organizations’ CRMs, ticketing systems, and 

messaging apps. 

The solution includes a survey software tool that enables organizations to design 

surveys, collect customer experiences, measure overall customer satisfaction, and 

leverage insights to make informed business decisions. This tool is equipped with a 

drag and drop user interface, a library of 100+ question types, and pre-built survey 

templates to enable organizations to design, customize and modify customer surveys. 

The Qualtrics iQ-powered ExpertReview tracks the surveys in real-time and provides 

recommendations to enhance the overall survey quality and specific questions. 

The solution includes support for closed-loop interactions to help organizations 

analyze the feedback responses and flag the negative responses by using automated 

rules and criteria. It enables users to create a ticket and route that ticket to the 

appropriate person in the organization via helpdesk software or chat integrations. 

After routing the ticket to the team member, they can select the right course of action 

to address the issues. The solution enables users to manage, track and respond to 

the tickets across the desktop, mobile or the Qualtrics Follow Up app. Ticket tracking 

and integrations into the users’ CRM or such other critical business data systems allow 

the users to get complete visibility of customer interactions. The built-in action 

planning tools enable the organizational teams to collaborate and resolve systematic 

issues in the customer experience. 

https://www.qualtrics.com/au/
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The solution includes Text iQ, which is a text analytics module driven by Qualtrics iQ. 

This module quickly identifies the patterns and trends in the open text. It brings the 

trending topics to the attention of the people that can take further actions. The 

trending topics are completely integrated into all the Qualtrics reporting functions. 

This integration enables the users to categorize these topics into hierarchies, and 

filter, analyze and share them amongst the team. The text analytics module provides 

users with insights across the quantitative and qualitative data by automatically 

updating reports and dashboards for customer-facing employees. 

Qualtrics offers a native net protector score (NPS) software that enables organizations 

to engage their customers. It segments customers based on their loyalty and 

determines the unsatisfied and at-risk customers. It enables users to optimize around 

a single customer metric. Users can easily benchmark these scores against the 

industry and competitor scores. This software enables users to identify the customer 

loyalty drivers and help track the improvements related to products, services, as well 

as across the entire customer journey. 

The solution contains a built-in predictive customer analytics module that enables 

organizations to make data-driven business decisions and optimize the customer 

experience. This module helps organizations monitor progress against key customer 

experience and operational targets. Users can efficiently analyze customer behavior, 

identify friction points, and prioritize key drivers of satisfaction with this module. 

Organizations can leverage these insights and real-time metrics to train customer-

facing employees to drive better engagement. Qualtrics iQ helps organizations 

uncover emerging trends, predict customer behavior, and drive customer loyalty. It 

offers a role-based dashboard that provides intended insights to the right person. 

Users can create, share, and collaborate on custom visualizations and online reports 

or export these insights to various formats such as PDF, PowerPoint, and Word.  

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of Qualtrics’ capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 Qualtrics’ flexible CustomerXM solution helps organizations capture 

omnichannel listening posts, drive ROI and business value, assess customer 

actions in real-time, take actions based on actionable insights, and track key 

KPIs to ensure business goals are met. Qualtrics offers an extensive partner 

ecosystem that helps organizations bridge the experience gap. The company 

focuses on expanding its partner network with scalable and robust solutions 

to support organizations’ business transformation-related needs. QualtricsXM 

platform enables its clients to design/redesign compelling customer 

experience programs to drive satisfaction and loyalty. With comprehensive 

capabilities for product and brand experience, the company enables 
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organizations to monitor their brand performance and enhance their product 

to optimize customer experiences at scale. 

 Qualtrics offers the Predict iQ module that is powered by deep learning neural 

networks to help organizations determine the likelihood to churn, and visualize 

key drivers influencing the customer behavior. It simplifies the analytics 

process by leveraging the existing experience data to generate predictive 

models in a timelier manner. The platform serves various use cases, including 

employee engagement, employee pulse surveys, market research, website 

and app feedback, onboarding and new hire surveys, customer survey, and 

more. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, Qualtrics has a presence in North 

America, European Union, and the APAC region. From an industry vertical 

perspective, the company has a strong presence in banking, financial services 

& insurance, business services, retail & CPG, education, logistics, wholesale 

distribution, and high-tech services sectors.  

 Qualtrics may face competition from emerging as well as well-established VoC 

vendors offering compelling pricing models and strong support for managed 

and professional services. However, with its extensive partner ecosystem, 

comprehensive functional capabilities, and strong customer value proposition, 

Qualtrics is well-positioned to expand its market share in the global VoC 

market.  

 In terms of product strategy and roadmap, Qualtrics is focusing on augmenting 

its capabilities such as analysis and decision, integration, and predictive 

intelligence engine. 
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Tivian 

URL: https://www.tivian.com/us/products/ 

Tivian (formerly Questback) was founded in 2000, is a provider of experience 

management solutions specializing in customer experience, customer satisfaction 

surveys, customer panels, customer insight, online market research, employee 

feedback, employee engagement, HR, and employee insight. In April 2021, Questback 

split into two separate entities: Questback and Tivian. Post this separation, Questback 

will focus on DIY Experience Management, and Tivian will continue to support large 

enterprise customers with their customer experience, employee experiences and 

market research requirements through their intelligent experience management 

platform (EFS). The platform offers comprehensive capabilities, including data 

synchronization/integration, survey creation, panel administration and sample 

management, alerts and closed-loop feedback, action planning and management, and 

dashboarding and reporting. 

The Tivian platform provides a data synchronization/integration capability that 

includes a shared service layer for exchanging data with existing CRM, ERP, HRM, or 

such other enterprise systems. It supports a two-way integration with the-  integration 

triggered either by clients’ existing enterprise systems pushing data to the Tivian 

platform or by the Tivian platform pushing data to the clients’ existing enterprise 

systems. This integration enables organizations to gain next-level insights and helps 

users understand the connection between respondents’ perception and their 

behavior. These insights can also be employed in actionable business processes to 

drive efficiency and effectiveness. Along with the standard integration, the platform 

also includes Tivian Access, an SSO module. The platform leverages OKTA software 

to provide SSO and MFA access to the platform admin area and in-house portal 

websites. 

The Tivian platform includes an event-driven survey module that allows organizations 

to create responsive and accessible surveys. Users can personalize surveys based on 

customers’ behaviors, preferences, and affinities. It includes complex routing that 

ensures that the user can tailor the succeeding questions based on previous answers 

once the initial questions are answered. The survey module comprises 35+ question 

types and various standard layouts. It also allows users to design customized 

questions and layouts based on their requirements. These surveys can be sent 

through QR codes, links, banners, web intercepts, or personalized invitations.  

The platform also offers a People module that consists of panel administration and 

sample management. An inbuilt content management system (CMS) is integrated with 

the People module and facilitates the designing of panel websites and functions of the 

Survey module. This module is capable of managing panels that include a large 

https://www.tivian.com/us/products/
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number of participants. In addition, users can leverage the import interface to import 

the participant data from external sources into the panel for generating a panelist pool. 

The People module also includes several statistics functions that enable panel 

administrators to manage the panel composition and sophisticated sampling 

capabilities to help users ensure that the touchpoint deprived of data is preferred over 

commonly experienced touchpoints. Along with import interfaces, the platform also 

includes export interfaces that enable users to assess and process the collected data 

externally. 

Tivian’s platform is also equipped with portals, which is an online space for connecting 

with customers that organizations can easily create using drag and drop tools. Using 

this portal organizations can instantly launch feedback communities and surveys, 

send, and complete the surveys and view the outcome via interactive dashboards. 

The platform also offers support for alerts and notifications to uncover the critical 

aspects of the customers’ responses that require immediate action. It helps 

organizations to instantly attend to the people facing issues, have open dialogue, and 

quickly close the loop. Closed-loop management helps organizations manage the 

dialogues with the respondents. The platform includes configurable escalation rules 

that helps organizations manage the resolution of respondent issues without 

hampering the service recovery process. The platform helps organizations to embed 

the feedback/experience data in their business processes and enables employees to 

trigger follow-up activities in their other systems. The platform’s action planning and 

management capability includes a Kanban-style action management board. The board 

helps organization create action plans, designate owners, share these action plans 

amongst their teams, and manage those actions considering the complex hierarchies 

and changing reporting lines of their organization. 

The platform’s DIY dashboarding and reporting capability helps users build reports 

that include descriptive statistical values and aggregations. The platform also offers a 

module for users to create template-based PDF and PPT reports on mass. Its 

graphical and configurable mysight dashboards helps organizations tailor the 

visualization based on customer-specific requirements. In addition, Tivian will soon be 

launching new native dashboarding capabilities allowing customers to configure 

simple, intuitive dashboards for mass distribution in minutes. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of Tivian’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 Tivian’s end-to-end experience management platform is capable of serving 

self-service on-demand use cases, providing compelling customer support, 

and valuable customer insights. The company supports organizations’ 

requirements specific to employee experience, customer experience, and 
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market research through a single, intuitive platform. The platform offers key 

technology differentiators, including panel/sample management, the flexibility 

of configuration/customization, tailored dashboards, integrated websites, and 

accessibility. The platform addresses organizations’ need to execute custom 

brand communities through its portal/integrated, customizable website 

support. It enhances organizations’ agility in executing ad hoc research 

activities and acting on the gained insights. 

 Tivian’s EFS platform includes a robust data enrichment feature that 

empowers organizations to assess trends related to customer experience 

measures and determine the root causes or drivers of customer dissatisfaction 

across the customer’s journey. The company has undertaken a modernization 

and cloud transformation initiative that has helped improve its platform’s 

scalability, speed, and availability while providing customers accessibility 

support with a higher uptime rate. The platform’s configurability and flexibility 

enables Tivian to assist organizations with requirements for bespoke/ niche 

use cases. However, the typical use cases the platform caters to include 

customer success surveys, third-party integration for touchpoint tracking, 

customer communities, closed-loop feedback, and such others. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, Tivian has a strong presence in 

the European Union, followed by North America. From an industry vertical 

perspective, the company has a strong presence in BFSI, information 

technology, and manufacturing. The company also holds a customer base in 

retail and e-commerce, healthcare, telecom, entertainment and sports, media 

and publishing, and hospitality and travel sectors. 

 Tivian may face a challenge in accelerating its growth due to the ongoing 

unprecedented disruption happening across businesses as well as the 

presence of innovative technology platform vendors across the competitive 

VoC market. However, with its deep domain expertise, experienced enterprise 

sales force, and comprehensive technology roadmap and vision, Tivian is well-

positioned to expand its market share in the global VoC market.  

 Regarding product strategy and roadmap, Tivian’s technology enhancements 

are planned around key themes, including a new AI-enhanced questionnaire 

editor, NLP capabilities for data collection in questions, re-inventing data 

collection in panel and survey, connectors, data collectors and integrations, 

and out-of-the-box intelligent analytics in EFS. In terms of out-of-the-box 

intelligent analytics, the company is focusing on launching a new 

dashboarding technology that will provide standardized, out-of-the-box, real-

time, and configurable visualizations. 
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QuestionPro 

URL: https://www.questionpro.com/ 

Founded in 2002 and headquartered in Austin, Texas, QuestionPro is a provider of 

online survey software with specialization in market research software, offline survey 

software apps, and online questionnaire software. QuestionPro's Customer 

Experience Management Platform enables organizations to capture customer 

experience data, uncover and visualize the impact of loopholes across the customer 

journey and optimize the services as well as the experiences accordingly. The 

QuestionPro platform offers comprehensive capabilities, including NPS+, full-featured 

communities, push metrics, text and sentiment analysis, enterprise survey workflow, 

advanced survey tools, dashboard sharing, omnichannel deployment, and closed-loop 

feedback.  

The platform includes an exclusive NPS+ approach for advancing surveys. This 

unique approach provides comprehensive churn risk and root cause analysis along 

with customer co-creation. QuestionPro offers an advanced analytics platform named 

NPS Survey Dashboard that provides comprehensive, real-time, and dynamic NPS 

value charts and graphs for overtime NPS measurement. The platform also enables 

customers to vote on feedback from other customers. 

The QuestionPro VoC platform’s full-featured community software enables users to 

create and engage their online community. It enables users to carry out community 

surveys, polls, live polls and offers discussion boards through a landing page. Users 

can understand their online community by gathering feedback, reports, and analysis 

across mobile and desktop devices. The platform supports enhanced analysis with 

grouping, crosstab, response editing, and drill-down capabilities for analyzing data. It 

offers statistical models and analytics to gain community insights. It also provides an 

ability to understand the target market, optimize customer engagement and improve 

sales. Besides, users can customize the reports and charts based on their 

requirements.  

The platform provides users with a push metrics feature to schedule and share the 

survey dashboard reports periodically via email. This feature saves frontline managers 

time and efforts needed to log in and view the dashboards manually. These 

dashboards can be customized based on managers’ requirements to provide an 

objective view of the customers’ feelings, beliefs, expectations, issues, and 

sentiments. The platform’s text and sentiment analysis tool gives users the ability to 

drill into the qualitative feedback and understand its overall impact. It provides 

comprehensive understanding of the interaction between CX scores and comments. 

Users can leverage this feature to tag respondents’ comments and categorize these 
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comments based on the sentimental value of respondents’ feedback. Users can also 

merge two sentiment analysis reports to generate a single report. 

The QuestionPro VoC platform offers enterprise survey workflow tool that is built 

specifically for large enterprises. It includes multiple surveys, data streams, and types 

of customers. It routes each inbound record correctly or rules out if required. It also 

enables users to customize the surveys and helps deliver surveys to the right person 

at the right time. The platform is equipped with advanced, sophisticated survey tools 

and questions to fulfill any market research requirements. It provides 60+ different 

survey types and supports 60 global languages. It also allows users to build their ad 

hoc survey from all these survey types. Along with these tools, it also offers several 

pricing/feature questions, ranking questions, healthcare questions, and exclusive 

NPS+ questions for best-in-class surveys. 

QuestionPro VoC platform offers user-level dashboard sharing support, enabling CX 

leaders to share a common view of the dashboard with their internal teams based on 

their designation. The managers/CX leaders can flexibly create their own dashboards 

and share them with their team to foster in-house collaboration. The platform supports 

the deployment of surveys through online or offline channels. Apart from traditional 

open-link and email surveys, the platform also initiates surveys through SMS, mobile 

apps, mobile intercept SDKs, kiosks, feedback tabs, and online exits/intercepts.  

Further, the platform also enables users to close the feedback loop by leveraging a 

ticketing system. Users can address and manage the issues raised by the customers 

by creating a ticket for each detractor and assign it to the right person. This feature 

enables users to define criteria based on their preference and get the tickets created 

in a closed loop based on that criteria. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of QuestionPro’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 QuestionPro’s enterprise-scale VoC solution and its focus towards offering an 

all-in-one VoC Toolbox is helping organizations understand and manage their 

branding, drive innovation across the customer services and products, and 

make the first move to understand the market fit. QuestionPro’s superior 

platform architecture offers key technology differentiators, including NPS+, 

full-featured community software, support for self-service management, 

workflows, suits of additional tools including polls, live polls/quizzes, and web 

forms. The QuestionPro VoC platform’s enterprise workforce employee 

experience platform can share the aggregated results with the native VoC CX 

tool to help users understand the linkage amongst the CX and EX in their 

company and drive real-time results. 
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 QuestionPro’s scalable and unified VoC platform is capable of meeting the 

requirements of market research, customer experience, user experience, and 

employee experience. The company offers an independent, cross-platform AI-

powered robot Locus that automatically creates and provides optimal, branded 

surveys by quickly scanning through the template database. The platform 

supports various use-cases, including strategic customer experience, 

enterprise call center, VoC/E, continuous customer discovery, and B2B CX.  

 From a geographical presence perspective, QuestionPro has a strong 

presence in North America. The company also has a customer base across 

European Union, Middle East & Africa, Latin America, and the Asia Pacific. 

From an industry vertical perspective, the company has a presence across a 

wide range of industry verticals, including automotive, hospitality & travel, retail 

& e-commerce, healthcare, telecom, entertainment & sports, banking, financial 

services & insurance, media & publishing, and more.  

 QuestionPro may face growing competition from well-established VoC 

vendors that possess expertise in catering to large enterprises’ requirements. 

The company may also face competition from VoC vendors having extensive 

partnerships with best-of-breed tools and technologies. Hence, to curb the 

competition, QuestionPro has recently launched a channel partner program 

that focuses on amplifying its partner ecosystem. With its vast expertise in the 

CX domain, strong customer value proposition, and comprehensive functional 

capabilities, QuestionPro is well-positioned to expand its market share in the 

global VoC market.  

 Concerning future roadmap, text and sentiment analysis remains a key focus 

area of QuestionPro’s planned technology enhancements. The company is 

looking at acquiring sentiment analysis software that will include feedback 

going beyond category and sentiment. The company is also planning to 

expand version 2.0 of Push metrics. Additionally, it is also focusing on 

enhancing its sophisticated ticketing system with closed-loop feedback, NPS+ 

feature to better assess root cause, and churn with less survey.   
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SandSIV 

URL: https://sandsiv.com 

Founded in 2010 and headquartered in Zurich, ZH, SandSIV is a provider of voice of 

the customer (VoC) and expert customer experience management (CXM) solutions. 

The company specializes in big data analytics, sentiment analysis, net promoter score, 

text classification & clustering, predictive analytics, customer intelligence, deep 

machine learning, and other such services. SandSIV offers sandsiv+, a robust VoC 

platform that helps organizations harness the experience insights to increase 

operational efficiency and accelerate business performance. The platform offers 

comprehensive capabilities, including omnichannel feedback collection and 

integration, close-the-loop, text analytics, and data visualization. 

The sandsiv+ VoC platform captures customer feedback data across multiple 

channels, including SMS, IVR, email, web, and digital channels in multiple languages 

and across multiple touchpoints. The platform integrates with the organization-owned 

CRM systems and invites customers to share their experiences in their channel post 

a pre-defined event. The platform then analyzes the experience data and integrates 

insights into the organization's systems in real-time. The platform consolidates 

customer data from various internal and third-party sources to help the organizations 

manage an infinite number of attributes and uncover the relationships. It includes a 

RESTful API for connecting to a range of data sources in real-time. The company 

offers a suite of data connectors that facilitate users to fetch customer data based on 

their requirements.  

The platform leverages deep machine learning to increase every customer value by 

fostering emotionally intelligent relationships. It helps users to anticipate conversion, 

re-purchase, satisfaction levels of silent customers, and the likelihood to engage on a 

personal level. The AI-powered predictive customer modeling helps organizations 

identify their customers’ needs and wants. Users can leverage the marketing 

automation connectors to deliver personalized customer journey experiences at every 

touchpoint. The platform enhance and fine-tune the customer metrics such as 

increasing conversions, maximizing customer spends, and reducing churn. The 

platform, with its deep machine learning algorithms, helps organizations unify 

behavioral customer journey insights and feed customer intelligence to their 

marketing automation platforms. 

The platform includes a support ticket system/close-the-loop feature titled VOC ACT  

that routes close-the-loop cases generated via email, web forms, and phone calls into 

a multiuser, web-based customer support platform. The VOC ACT empowers 

enterprise teams to address the customer issues and close the loop. The system also 

enables the customers to create and track support requests as tickets. This enables 

https://sandsiv.com/
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the organizational teams to organize, manage and respond to these requests easily. 

These tickets comprise information related to close-the-loop request activity.  

The platform leverages AI technologies such as natural language processing (NLP) 

on deep machine learning to provide topic detection and sentiment analysis support. 

The company offers a deep learning text mining function titled VOC MINETM that 

processes all types of unstructured feedback data and information to identify crucial 

customer experience drivers. Sandsiv+ also offers VOC CLASSIFYTM - an advanced 

vector-based text classification and sentiment analysis engine that instantly 

categorizes numerous customer feedbacks to group-specific content and business-

relevant categories along with customer sentiment.  

The platform offers an intuitive and customizable data visualization and analytics 

capability that enables organizations to effectively analyze and visualize customer data 

to make informed decisions and reach desired goals. The extensive quantitative and 

qualitative analysis feature can transform data into a continuous customer intelligence 

feed to display actionable insights to the right people and at the right time. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of SandSIV’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 SandSIV offers a modular and customizable customer experience solution that 

serves industry-specific requirements of organizations of all sizes and helps 

them drive increased business value. The platform helps organizations to 

capture customer data at a granular level to provide actionable outcomes after 

the analysis. It helps users to listen to the indirect customer viewpoints and 

acknowledge them via offline interactions, helping companies to understand 

and prioritize indirect communications requiring escalation. Using the 

platform, organizations can line up their key operational KPI/information with 

the customer feedback/metrics to tap into business opportunities.     

 SandSIV caters to the diverse needs of global customers with its robust 

managed service solution, full self-service platform, and a knowledge transfer 

offer. The platform is equipped with several sophisticated deep machine 

learning algorithms that help organizations to comprehend and manage the 

AI-driven models. The company leverages deep machine learning to execute 

semantic understanding, sentiment analysis, and text summarization. The 

platform caters to various use cases such as transforming raw data into 

valuable information and information into insights, customer experience 

management, improving customer loyalty, driving customer centricity, 

increasing NPS, and more. 
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 From a geographical presence perspective, SandSIV has a strong presence 

in the European Union. From an industry vertical perspective, the company 

has expertise in serving sectors such as automotive, entertainment, financials, 

hospitality, media, retail, telecoms, transport, and utilities. 

 SandSIV may face competition from emerging as well as well-established 

vendors with significant market presence across geographical regions offering 

innovative VoC platforms. However, with its robust managed and professional 

services, modular deployment support, and secured cloud architecture, 

SandSIV is well-positioned to expand its market share in the global VoC 

market.  
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SMG 

URL: https://www.smg.com/ 

Founded in 1991 and headquartered in Kansas City, MO, SMG provides enterprise-

level experience management (XM) solutions as software with a service (SwaS). SMG 

offers smg360® – a voice of the customer (VoC) platform that consists of three 

solutions: customer experience management, employee experience, and brand 

experience + research. The smg360 platform follows a listen, interpret, act, and 

maximize model that helps organizations activate insights across the organization and 

generate ROI on their investments. The platform offers comprehensive capabilities, 

including feedback collection and integration, operational reporting, real-time 

business intelligence, text analytics, case management, and benchmarks. 

smg360 gathers solicited and unsolicited feedback at multiple customer touchpoints. 

The platform analyzes structured, unstructured/multimedia, and third-party data to 

deliver actionable insights into the customer’s journey to its clients. The platform is 

equipped with out-of-the-box integrations that facilitate organizations to unify native 

CX data with third-party tools. The integrated CX data flows through SMG’s data 

integrity systems that are powered with proprietary digital identification technology to 

eliminate invalid responses in real-time.  

The smg360 platform includes role-based reporting capabilities that enable users to 

access particular data based on their designation. The platform includes 40+ 

configurable dashboards and supports the tailoring of dashboards based on channels 

(digital, contact center, social, and more), user role, and hierarchy level. Customization 

features include data sets, data ranges, dashboard position, filters, and more. SMG 

also provides self-serve feedback survey creation, two-way SMS feedback collection, 

voice-based survey collection, always-on feedback, and video analytics. 

The platform offers a real-time business intelligence tool that consolidates experience 

data to provide intuitive visualizations regarding the narrative of enterprise-wide data. 

It helps organizations uncover facets of experience that are influential to the customer, 

mitigate potential operational risk, and understand critical service behaviors triggering 

shorter customer return cycles. The platform uses a proprietary algorithm to anticipate 

key drivers and report them in real-time, based on location or touchpoint. It also 

predicts the touchpoints or various aspects of experience that may significantly 

influence the loyalty metrics. SMG’s brand experience solution enables users to view 

factual customer behavior and understand how these behaviors will modify when 

certain customer experience metrics are attained. 

The platform leverages NLP and AI-powered proprietary machine learning techniques 

and algorithms to offer text analytics technology to identify context, sentiment, 
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profanity, and trends out of the words and phrases processed using native API 

support. Besides leveraging NLP, the platform produces rules using a process 

involving both artificial (machine learning) and human (subject matter expertise) 

intelligence to increase the overall accuracy. The platform offers 39 out-of-the-box 

industry ontologies including airlines, banking, convenience stores, employee 

engagement, entertainment, fitness, grocery, hospitality, hotel, pet care, pharmacy, 

restaurant, retail, and theatre segments. 

SMG provides a centralized, multi-source case management workflow to resolve 

customer issues across their journey. It includes tools to instantly reply, assign, 

monitor, and address issues to effectively execute activities involved in the service 

recovery process. The platform helps organizations’ front-line staff to directly provide 

answers to the customer in their preferred channel. The platform offers pre-approved 

response templates that allow users to respond with the right and proven messaging. 

Users can incorporate notes inside the cases, assess records related to actions taken, 

share cases with organization’s teams, reassignment of cases, approve/reject 

reassignments, reassign to other users, forward the notes to others to drive further 

action or provide visibility, export case reports that show how cases are trending over 

time, and tag cases for future analysis of root cause, corrective actions, response 

method, and compensation offered.  

SMG’s benchmarking functionality includes four types of benchmarking: survey 

benchmark, text benchmark, competitive location-level ratings and reviews 

benchmarks, and SMG’s brand experience (providing branded benchmarks, market 

intelligence, and brand trackers.) These real-time benchmarks comprise overall rating 

compared to each competitor, drill-down functions, and selection of specific 

competitors of interest, the volume of reviews for each site, and competitors' 

performance across all platforms. The platform leverages industry-leading 

technologies such as firewalls, encryption, and role-based access to ensure data is 

stored in a highly secured ecosystem. It complies with various data privacy and 

security regulations, including GDPR, Privacy Shield, CCPA, HIPAA, SOC 2 Type II. 

Additionally, the company also offers the smg360 mobile app that supports real-time, 

role-based access to customer experience management data. 

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of SMG’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 SMG offers a strong customer ownership experience with its collaborative 

approach of unifying platform technology and professional services. This 

approach empowers organizations to transform a huge volume of data into 

valuable and actionable insights to drive business outcomes. The smg360 

platform’s key technology differentiators include actionable insights for the 
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enterprise, democratizing the data, extensive benchmarks, combining tech 

and professional services, and support for measuring VoC and VoE data. 

Along with support for measuring the customer experience data, the platform 

also facilitates the analysis of employee experience data and conduct market 

research. With this, organizations are able to leverage the rich, multi-audience 

data to take actions that influence overall customer, employee, and brand 

experience. 

 SMG harnesses the distributed analytics platform to continuously deliver 

higher scalability and availability to meet the complex requirements of large 

enterprises. The smg360 platform helps organizations manage complex 

hierarchies and appropriately map data across the organization. It caters to 

various use cases such as driving top-and bottom-line growth, answer specific 

business questions, identify points of difference that drive sales, use market-

level insights to drive global consistency, understand which investments will 

make a difference to customers, and assess new channels as well as discover 

how to maximize traffic. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, SMG has a strong presence in 

North American. The company also has a presence in European Union, the 

Middle East and Africa, and the APAC regions. From an industry vertical 

perspective, the company has expertise in serving sectors such as retail and 

e-commerce, restaurant, grocery, c-store, services, and healthcare and life 

science.   

 SMG may face competition from vendors offering VoC platforms integrated 

with native, compelling self-service and analytics capabilities. The company 

may also face competition from vendors having a significant presence across 

geographical regions. However, with its robust managed and professional 

services, domain expertise, and sophisticated technology platform, SMG is 

well-positioned to expand its market share in the global VoC market.  

 Considering SMG’s roadmap, the company has delivered its planned 

technological enhancements in the year 2021. These include investments in 

advancing predictive analytics, partnership integrations, employee 

experience, consumer brand data, text analytics, and self-serve feedback 

creation.  In the coming years, SMG’s technology roadmap focuses on 

delivering three key platform strategies: collection innovation, access + 

usability, and active insights. 
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Upland Software 

URL: https://uplandsoftware.com/rantandrave/ 

Founded in 2010 and headquartered in Austin, Texas, Upland Software is a provider 

of cloud-based digital transformation tools. The company specializes in RFP 

automation, sales proposal automation, voice of customer (VoC), customer 

engagement, sales enablement, secure document capture, call center productivity, 

and more. Upland offers a suite of marketing products titled Upland CXM that includes 

the voice of the customer (VoC), mobile messaging, marketing and analytics, 

audience engagement, email marketing, and customer data platform (CDP) solutions. 

The suite is inclusive of Upland Rant & Rave, a cloud-based VoC platform, enables 

users to capture, analyze, and act on real-time customer and employee feedback to 

drive increase satisfaction and loyalty. The platform offers comprehensive capabilities, 

including feedback collection, close-the-loop, sentiment engine, data visualization, 

and a frontline engagement module. 

The platform helps organizations gather customer feedback data through channels 

such as email, SMS, app, chat, web and more, across the customer journey. The 

platform supports multichannel, proactive/triggered, and responsive/always-on 

feedback capture. 

The platform includes a close-the-loop/case management capability that enables 

organizations to respond to customer feedback and resolve their issues with real-time 

alerts and notification support. The automated alerts ensure that the right team 

members follow up on each case of customer recovery. This capability helps users to 

communicate changes amongst themselves and reward the customers who provide 

feedback. 

Upland’s native, natural language processing (NLP)-powered sentiment engine helps 

organizations anticipate customer behavior and understand the emotions within the 

feedback. Users can utilize this engine to extract suggestions, opinions, and calls to 

action. They can also obtain multiple insights within one piece of the customer’s 

feedback with bespoke taxonomies. 

The platform transforms the customer experience data into actionable insights, 

enabling organizations to understand customer reviews with data analysis, 

visualizations, and taxonomies tailored to their needs. These visualizations typically 

depict average scores, feedback volumes, individual feedback, and more. It also 

includes SWOT analysis, key business drivers, correlations, and trends that empower 

organizations to deliver exceptional experiences. The personalized and unified 

dashboard delivers insights at a centralized location for a single view of customer 

feedback and actions. 
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The platform enables organizations to drive frontline/ employee engagement (with 

gamification support) and help them better serve customers by collecting, analyzing, 

and acting on the internal feedback. Organizations can leverage the insights to 

understand the strengths and areas of improvement of their frontline staff. With real-

time views of customer feedback, users can instantly follow up to push the feedback 

process. Additionally, the voice of the employee functionality supports the triggering 

of feedback at key points such as annual deep dives. Organizations can correlate 

employee engagement with customer satisfaction to increase responses and 

satisfaction.  

Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of Upland Software’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 Upland Software’s enterprise-grade VoC platform supports two-way feedback 

collection and enables organizations to have a dialogue with customers across 

all the interaction points. The platform’s key technology differentiators include 

actionable insights from real-time feedback, a robust sentiment engine, a 

frontline engagement module that gamifies agent feedback, robust data 

visualization, and engagement across multiple channels. The Rant & Rave 

platform supports native integration with existing Upland marketing solutions 

to help organizations drive engagement across all marketing touchpoints. The 

platform includes a robust sentiment engine that helps organizations 

understand the key drivers behind the engagement scores and the customer’s 

emotions. 

 Upland’s Rant & Rave platform helps organizations centralize their customer 

feedback to gain a single view of customer’s pain points and moments of truth. 

It helps organizations improve their overall customer support programs and 

processes and shorten the response time. It also helps organizations to 

increase the NPS and customer satisfaction and helps them understand the 

critical metrics across the customers’ journeys for a better, consistent, and 

effective customer success process. The platform caters to various use cases, 

including voice of customer, voice of employee, voice of candidate, customer 

recovery, contact center gamification, silent shopper, and such others. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, Upland Software has a presence 

in the North American and European Union. From an industry vertical 

perspective, the company has expertise in serving sectors such as retail and 

e-commerce, banking and financial services, housing, energy and utilities, and 

travel and hospitality. 

  Upland Software may face competition from vendors offering VoC platform 

integrated with sophisticated functional capabilities. The company may also 
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face competition from vendors who are significantly focusing on outlining a 

comprehensive product strategy and roadmap. However, with its robust CXM 

product portfolio, domain expertise, and extensive partner ecosystem, Upland 

Software is well-positioned to expand its market share in the global VoC 

market.  
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Verint 

URL:https://www.verint.com/engagement/our-offerings/solutions/experience-

management/ 

Founded in 1994 and headquartered in Melville, New York, Verint is a provider of 

customer engagement software solutions. The company offers a Voice of the 

Customer (VoC) platform named Verint Experience Management – as a part of its 

broader Verint Customer Engagement Cloud. Verint Experience Management is 

powered by the company’s Verint Da Vinci AI and Analytics engine and enables 

organizations to listen to, interpret, act on, and monitor customer journey experiences 

to accelerate their digital transformation, optimize their customer engagement 

initiatives, and drive desired business outcomes. The platform offers robust VoC-

specific capabilities, including feedback collection, speech and text analytics, web 

analytics, IVR analytics, reporting and dashboarding, alerts and triggers, and 

prescriptive analytics, that are fully integrated into a unified Experience Management 

platform. 

Verint’s VoC feedback collection capabilities supports the native collection of 

attitudinal, direct, and operational information from several channels, including 

location, chat, mobile, intelligent virtual assistant, email, social, voice, video, and web. 

It also enables data collection by integrating with third-party business systems. The 

platform allows users to map this data to journey points, personas, touchpoints, or 

other customer-defined frameworks to provide detailed customer coverage without 

degrading the experiences. 

The platform includes native, purpose-built Verint Speech Analytics. This product has 

been deployed across the globe in over 60 languages and accents. This native speech 

analytics solution consists of a key component – Verint’s Semantic Intelligence engine. 

Besides the analysis of words and phrases, the engine also derives the understanding 

of conversational content by leveraging word ontologies. It counters highly accurate 

and business-relevant terms and relations, representing the ideas and concepts of 

conversation in a meaningful and intuitive way.  

Verint also offers native natural language understanding and processing (NLU & NLP) 

text analytics capabilities. It provides valuable insights by processing incoming 

messages through a series of taggers and annotators based on various NLP models 

and techniques. The text analytics solution combines normalization, ontology 

enrichment, entity extraction, script and micro-patterns identification, keywords and 

phrases statistics, topics, relations, and sentiment approaches to further support both 

core NLU concepts as well as personality traits, reputation management, and other 

advanced metrics. It also analyzes any open-text responses, including email, chat, 

survey verbatims, social posts, and more, across multiple languages. 
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Verint Experience Management also includes its Digital Behavior Analytics tool which 

is a native web analytics capability that uncovers deep-lying problems and 

opportunities through its extensive visual and qualitative web session analysis. As it 

captures real users’ behaviors, the evaluation of actual visitor sessions facilitates 

quantification and prioritization of opportunities and weaknesses. Verint users can 

create heatmaps based on clicks, mouse movements, and scrolling. With form 

analysis, you can determine detailed KPIs for each form field. Similarly, users can also 

gain insights into barriers and successes through conversion maps. 

Verint Interaction Analytics – an IVR analytics capability instantly captures customer 

feedback following voice interaction with the contact center. The native speech 

analytics helps users by completely transcribing and analyzing the recorded calls to 

gain valuable customer-related intelligence. It identifies critical trends and possible 

opportunities by automatically discovering and analyzing the words, phrases, 

categories, and themes used in the calls.  

Verint Experience Management is also equipped with a customizable reporting and 

dashboarding capability. With role-based reporting access, the platform ensures the 

right people are provided with the right insights, combined with reporting prompts, 

and automated personalized reports and their distribution. It leverages a role-based 

entitlement model to support users, entitlements, roles, and teams. The platform 

enables users to share customer feedback with numerous stakeholders at different 

organizational hierarchies. It provides customized data visualizations to people with 

various roles, such as executives, managers, teams, and individual contributors. 

Additionally, it allows organizations’ internal teams to share and collaborate over the 

reports and dashboards to make critical business decisions. 

Through its alerts and triggers capability, the platform enables survey authors to 

define criteria, audience, and content required in the email alert. It supports the 

triggering of alerts based on any combination of survey data. Also, the platform 

automatically triggers cases and routes them to the relevant person in the organization 

for closing the loop. Its built-in case management application provides mechanisms to 

communicate with individual customers and address encountered issues or respond 

to any open questions.  

The Verint VoC platform is also equipped with a predictive analytics capability that 

builds customized models for data. It predicts customer behaviors and actions and 

also ranks the reasons that led to these implications. Users can leverage the 

prescriptive analytics model to set desired marketing goals, such as reduce churn, 

increase conversion, and more. The platform also provides a ‘What If’ capability to 

enable users to quickly test user-defined scenarios for assessing and forecasting the 

effect of drivers responsible for the outcome. 
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Analyst Perspective 

Following is the analysis of Verint’s capabilities in the global VoC market: 

 Verint helps organizations move beyond surveys, automate experience data 

flows, and drive action at all levels which allows them to take real-time tactical, 

operational, and strategic actions and make smart, informed business 

decisions. Verint offers a robust technology value proposition with its open 

platform that supports rapid innovation and key technology differentiators, 

including interaction feedback breadth and depth, digital/contact center 

advantage, and contextual and fully-integrated view of the Voice of the 

Customer. Verint is helping organizations address the engagement capacity 

gap by holistically connecting work, data, and experiences across the 

enterprise.  

 Verint offers robust AI/ML capabilities through its native Verint Da Vinci AI and 

Analytics engine that helps users measure and analyze customer interaction 

data at scale. Verint’s highly scalable VoC platform meets the requirements of 

global enterprises by accommodating new technologies, optimizing existing 

technologies, supporting global rollout, and more. The platform is deployed 

across SMB, mid-market, and large-enterprise segments, however majority of 

Verint’s customer base consists of large enterprises. The platform supports 

various use-cases including optimizing the digital customer experience, 

optimizing CX through the contact center, enterprise-wide VoC measurement 

for organizational transformation, and moving beyond the survey to 

understand and act on direct, indirect, and inferred feedback across all the 

above segments. 

 From a geographical presence perspective, Verint has a strong presence in 

the Americas. The company also has a customer base across the European 

Union, Middle East & Africa, and Asia Pacific. From an industry perspective, 

the company has a presence across a wide range of verticals, including retail 

& e-commerce, banking, financial services & insurance, healthcare, telecom, 

hospitality & travel, media & publishing, government & public sector, and 

more.  

 Verint may face a challenge in expanding its outreach and executing its growth 

strategies at a global scale due to the dominance of other well-established 

players. The company may also face competition from VoC vendors offering 

compelling managed and professional services and pricing models. However, 

with its strong customer ownership experience, sophisticated technology 

platform, and extensive partner ecosystem, Verint is well-positioned to expand 

its market share in the global VoC market.  
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 Regarding product strategy and roadmap, Verint plans to invest in various key 

areas, including collection, analysis and insights, actioning, and global scale. 

The company plans to introduce additional devices and communication 

mechanisms, continue its expansion of indirect and inferred listening 

capabilities, and provide context mapping to relate data from third-party 

business systems to VoC data. For analytics and insights, the company plans 

to enhance its platform’s behavioral analytics, visualization, and speech 

analytics capabilities. Verint is also looking at providing users the ability to 

automate responses and actions based on micro-events along with real-time 

assistance and automated real-time intelligent support. The company also 

plans to provide regional hosting options, multiple licensing options, and 

support for expanding privacy laws and compliance certifications.   
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Research Methodologies 

Quadrant Knowledge Solutions uses a comprehensive approach to conduct global 

market outlook research for various technologies. Quadrant's research approach 

provides our analysts with the most effective framework to identify market and 

technology trends and helps in formulating meaningful growth strategies for our 

clients. All the sections of our research report are prepared with a considerable 

amount of time and thought process before moving on to the next step. Following is 

the brief description of the major sections of our research methodologies.   

 

Secondary Research  

Following are the major sources of information for conducting secondary research: 

Quadrant’s Internal Database 

Quadrant Knowledge Solutions maintains a proprietary database in several 

technology marketplaces. This database provides our analyst with an adequate 

foundation to kick-start the research project. This database includes information from 

the following sources: 

• Annual reports and other financial reports 

• Industry participant lists 

• Published secondary data on companies and their products 

• Database of market sizes and forecast data for different market segments 

• Major market and technology trends 
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Literature Research 

Quadrant Knowledge Solutions leverages on several magazine subscriptions and 

other publications that cover the wide range of subjects related to technology 

research. We also use the extensive library of directories and Journals on various 

technology domains. Our analysts use blog posts, whitepaper, case studies, and other 

literature published by major technology vendors, online experts, and industry news 

publications. 

Inputs from Industry Participants 

Quadrant analysts collect relevant documents such as whitepaper, brochures, case 

studies, price lists, datasheet, and other reports from all major industry participants. 

Primary Research 

Quadrant analysts use a two-step process for conducting primary research that helps 

us in capturing meaningful and most accurate market information. Below is the two-

step process of our primary research: 

Market Estimation: Based on the top-down and bottom-up approach, our analyst 

analyses all industry participants to estimate their business in the technology market 

for various market segments. We also seek information and verification of client 

business performance as part of our primary research interviews or through a detailed 

market questionnaire. The Quadrant research team conducts a detailed analysis of 

the comments and inputs provided by the industry participants. 

Client Interview: Quadrant analyst team conducts a detailed telephonic interview of 

all major industry participants to get their perspectives of the current and future 

market dynamics. Our analyst also gets their first-hand experience with the vendor's 

product demo to understand their technology capabilities, user experience, product 

features, and other aspects. Based on the requirements, Quadrant analysts interview 

with more than one person from each of the market participants to verify the accuracy 

of the information provided. We typically engage with client personnel in one of the 

following functions: 

• Strategic Marketing Management 

• Product Management 

• Product Planning 

• Planning & Strategy 

Feedback from Channel Partners and End Users 
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Quadrant research team researches with various sales channel partners, including 

distributors, system integrators, and consultants to understand the detailed 

perspective of the market. Our analysts also get feedback from end-users from 

multiple industries and geographical regions to understand key issues, technology 

trends, and supplier capabilities in the technology market. 

Data Analysis: Market Forecast & Competition Analysis 

Quadrant's analysts' team gathers all the necessary information from secondary 

research and primary research to a computer database. These databases are then 

analyzed, verified, and cross-tabulated in numerous ways to get the right picture of 

the overall market and its segments. After analyzing all the market data, industry 

trends, market trends, technology trends, and key issues, we prepare preliminary 

market forecasts. This preliminary market forecast is tested against several market 

scenarios, economic scenario, industry trends, and economic dynamics. Finally, the 

analyst team arrives at the most accurate forecast scenario for the overall market and 

its segments. 

In addition to market forecasts, our team conducts a detailed review of industry 

participants to prepare competitive landscape and market positioning analysis for the 

overall market as well as for various market segments. 

SPARK Matrix: Strategic Performance Assessment and 

Ranking 

Quadrant Knowledge Solutions’ SPARK Matrix provides a snapshot of the market 

positioning of the key market participants. SPARK Matrix representation provides a 

visual representation of market participants and provides strategic insights on how 

each supplier ranks in comparison to their competitors, concerning various 

performance parameters based on the category of technology excellence and 

customer impact. 

Final Report Preparation 

After finalization of market analysis and forecasts, our analyst prepares necessary 

graphs, charts, and table to get further insights and preparation of the final research 

report. Our final research report includes information including market forecast; 

competitive analysis; major market & technology trends; market drivers; vendor 

profiles, and such others.    


